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“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market,
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“ Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has
established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in
success.”
Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)
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A word from editor-in-chief

Having proven resilient to gloBal
cHallenges last year, tHe european
economic recovery is expected to
continue tHis year and next: for tHe
first time in almost a decade, tHe
economies of all european union
(eu) memBer states are expected
to grow tHrougHout tHe entire
forecasting period.

H

Hats off to tHe scientists and engineers at the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO) for showing to the world the space
prowess India has developed in less than five decades. ISRO,
unlike other government organisations, has really excelled as
to its vision and mission, having made significant progress in
the frontier of space technology. On May 5, it took another giant
leap in that direction when it launched the South Asia Satellite
or GSAT-9, a gift to the region.
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal and Sri
Lanka, besides India will together achieve ‘effective communication, better governance, better banking and better education
in remote areas; more predictable weather forecasting, land
monitoring and efficient resource mapping; linking people with
top end medical services through tele-medicine; and a quick
response to natural disasters.’ The Prime Minister who has been
applauding ISRO’s efforts said ‘With this launch we have started
a journey to build the most advanced frontier of our partnership. With its position high in the sky, this symbol of South Asian
cooperation would meet the aspirations of economic progress of
more than 1.5 billion in our region and extend our close links
into outer space.”
While ISRO is keeping India’s flag flying high, we have a
low-cost private carrier which has shown what it takes to be the
largest player in commercial aviation in India in double quick
time. IndiGo which holds nearly 40 per cent passenger market
share has stepped up on the gas. It is now looking at entering the
regional aviation market space and has made a provisional order
for 50 ATR 72-600 planes valued at $1.3 billion at list prices. This
is the second largest order of ATR aircraft till date, the previous
record was from American Eagle for 100 ATR-72 in 1990. IndiGo
expects deliveries to commence from the year end and will operate on routes under regional connectivity scheme and also other
high demand short routes which are not part of the scheme. The
government has already set in motion plans to develop regional
airports and in the first round of UDAN bidding 70 under-served
and un-served airports have been announced.
On business aviation, Group Captain A.K.Sachdev (Retd) has
analysed how new technologies are bringing about new experiences in aircraft travel and that the government should recognize the value of business aviation, while operators will go in
for modernisation. The European Business Aviation Association
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(EBAA) is excited about the economic prospects in Europe. Having proven resilient to global challenges last year, the European
economic recovery is expected to continue this year and next:
for the first time in almost a decade, the economies of all European Union (EU) Member States are expected to grow throughout the entire forecasting period (2016, 2017 and 2018). And
one of the indicators of trends in business aviation is the iconic
event of EBACE (European Business Aviation Convention and
Exhibition) which is round the corner in Switzerland. Business
aircraft manufacturers will be vying with each other to display
the latest and in the forefront is Dassault Aviation with its family
of Falcon jets.
Moving to military aviation, Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
has underscored the importance of inducting combat aircraft in
large numbers and aerial tankers as these serve as force-multipliers and enhance the operational capability of the combat fleet,
much needed considering the geopolitical scenario in the region.
Similarly, the need to enhance the transport fleet has been highlighted by Joseph Noronha. He found recent developments like the
induction of Lockheed Martin C-130J Super Hercules and the Boeing C-17 Globemaster III edifying, but uncertain progress of efforts
to revamp the tactical segment gives rise to some disquiet.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Welcome
aboard and happy landings!

Jayant Baranwal
Publisher & editor-in-Chief
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News

with views
NEWS:
INdIa, fIfth largESt mIlItary
SpENdEr globally
India emerged as the world’s fifth largest military spender, ahead of its arch
rival Pakistan, says a new report from
a European think tank. Three out of
the top five military spenders are from
Asia, suggesting how military conflicts
are spreading across the subcontinent. While India was beaten by China
and Saudi Arabia, the list of world’s top
15 military spenders does not include

Pakistan. With a spending of $611 billion and a year-on-year growth of 1.7
per cent, the United States remains
the top most military spender in the
world followed by China with a spending of $245 billion and a growth of 5.4
per cent. However, by Chinese standards, the growth rate is lower than
what the communist country achieved
in the past.

PhotograPh: Dassault aviation

VIEWS:
The european Think Tank referred to in the news item
above is the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) and the information has been drawn from its latest report entitled “Trends in World’s Military Expenditure,
2016.” However, based on the 13.1 per cent enhancement in
the allocation for the Indian defence budget for the financial
year 2016-17, as also reduction in military expenditure in Russia and Saudi Arabia on account of the depressed oil prices that
have imposed considerable strain on their finances, IHS Inc,
a research firm in the United States, has placed India in the
fourth slot in the global ranking pertaining to defence spending. A forecast by Craig Caffrey, Principal Analyst at IHS Inc,
indicates that over the next five years, expenditure on defence
by India will outpace that of all other major defence spenders.
There is no doubt that India has been investing substantial part
of its national resources in the acquisition of military hardware. In
the last two financial years that the Bharatiya Janata Party government led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been in power, the
former Minister of Defence, Manohar Parrikar, cleared projects for
the acquisition of military hardware that is valued at Rs 4,00,714
crore. This is over and above the 141 contracts worth approximately Rs 2,00,010 crore that were concluded in the same period.
However, despite these figures that undoubtedly may appear
impressive, the share of GDP allocated to the Ministry of Defence,
has only reduced from 1.8 per cent in the budget for 2015-16 to a
humble 1.65 per cent in the budget for 2016-17. Even the armed
forces of our hostile neighbour Pakistan that are much smaller in
size, commandeer a share of over 3 per cent of GDP!
Global ranking of nations based on analyses and reports by
renowned think tanks might somewhat erroneously convey the
impression that India is engaged in some sort of a competition
to excel in defence spending. Nothing could be further from the
truth. What is relevant for the nation is that the Indian armed
forces at all times are maintained in a fit state to take on any
challenge to national security that may arise even at short notice.
To achieve this state of preparedness, as a first step, it would be
necessary to carry out a realistic assessment of both short- and
long-term threat to national security interests that are no longer

4
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confined to the boundaries of the nation; but extend well beyond
from the Middle East to the Strait of Malacca.
It would be reasonable to assume that today, as also in the
foreseeable future, the most serious threat to national security will
emanate from the northern neighbour China. Relations with China
since 1962 have been strained and marked by frequent transgression across the line of actual control (LAC). Arunachal has always
been targeted by China and the recent visit by the Dalai Lama to
the area has only served to heighten tensions between the two
nations. The South China Sea is another area where the interests
of India and China appear to be in conflict. But a development that
is of critical importance to the security of the nation is the rapidly
growing nexus between China and Pakistan.
While Pakistan by itself has the potential to foment trouble
in the state of Jammu & Kashmir (J&K) as also sporadic action
along the line of control (LoC), it is not capable of posing serious
or any military threat by itself. The China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor that passes through the Pakistan-occupied Kashmir,
a part of J&K over which India has claim, as also the involvement of China in the development and management of ports on
the Southern coast of Pakistan, have long-term implications for
India’s national security interests.
Currently, the Chinese armed forces are nearly twice the size of
the Indian armed forces. In the region, China has by far the highest record in respect of expenditure on defence. The report from
SIPRI estimates that China can be attributed with 48 per cent of
the total expenditure in the region on defence. A report by another
think tank, the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)
published in 2011, had estimated that given the current level of
spending on defence, China will be able match the military capability of the US in about two decades. China has only increased her
defence spending significantly after the publication of the report by
IISS, reaching $166 billion last year as against $56 billion by India.
In the pursuit of national objectives, the ground realities of
the security scenario are of vital importance. Global ranking
related to defence spending is really of no relevance. SP

—By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
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A library-quiet cabin. A ride beyond ultra-smooth. Space so expansive, so generous, it offers you more than 30 interior layouts from which to choose.
You’ve never experienced anything like it. The new, ultra-long range Falcon 8X. Falcon. The world’s most advanced business jets.
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REPORT

Prime minister narendra modi
at the video conference with heads of
Government from south asian nations
to mark the launch of the south asia
satellite in new delhi on may 5, 2017

Sky is
not the limit,
for ISRO
The ‘South Asia Satellite’ will provide a full range of applications (very small aperture
terminals; direct-to-home services; tele-medicine; tele-education; broadcast;
meteorological; disaster management support, etc) and services to nearly all of
India’s neighbours.

PhotoGraPh: PiB

BY R. ChandRakanth

P

Prime minister narendra modi tweeted ‘Launch of the
South Asia Satellite shows that for South Asia, even the sky is not
the limit for cooperation!’ Indeed, the sky is not the limit. While
the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has shown its
mettle to the world since many years, it has got an added boost
with the government led by the Prime Minister, Narendra Modi.
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It was during the run-up to the Indian general elections in 2014,
Prime Minister Modi had indicated that the foreign policy will
actively focus on improving ties with the immediate neighbours.
After the landslide victory in the general elections, Modi invited
all heads of State/heads of government of SAARC countries to
his swearing-in ceremony as the Prime Minister.

www.sps-aviation.com
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In 2014, after a month in government, Prime Minister Modi
asked ISRO to develop a SAARC satellite. He asked the scientists
to work on a satellite that would provide a full range of applications (Very Small Aperture Terminals — VSAT; Direct-to-home
— DTH services; tele-medicine; tele-education; broadcast;
meteorological; disaster management support, etc) and services
to all of India’s neighbours. Prime Minister Modi had then said
‘There is a lot of poverty in the SAARC nations and we need
scientific solutions for this.”
And ISRO, as is its prowess, showed that it could rise up to
any occasion. In 1975 India became the first South Asian nation
to launch a satellite. The ISRO Chairman, A.S. Kiran Kumar had
stated that the satellite can be launched within 18 months of
receiving approval from the SAARC member nations. It was
proposed to build a satellite with 12 Ku-band transponders (36
Mhz each) and launch using the Indian Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV) Mk-II. The total cost of launching the
satellite was estimated at `235 crore, and the cost of the launch
to be met by India.
Pakistan and afghanistan back out
The countries participating, besides India, are Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Nepal, Maldives and Sri Lanka. These countries will
only have to pay for their ground stations; all other costs are
being borne by India. Instead of being called SAARC satellite it
is called South Asia satellite as Pakistan and Afghanistan backed
out of this venture, the former fearing that India could use the
satellite for stealth surveillance. Afghanistan wanted more transponders as it has leased a satellite from Eutelsat and was going
to place in the same longitude as GSAT-9. Nepal has also plans
of acquiring two communications satellites of its own.
Bangladesh signed into the pact only recently. It was worried about a clash in frequency allocation with its impending
Bangabandhu 1 communications satellite. However on March
23 this year, ahead of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina’s visit to
India, Bangladesh signed up for the programme. As regards Sri
Lanka, it signed up after India agreed to not prevent it from
launching its own communications satellite in the future.
In this background, the May 5, 2017, launch of the 2,230
kg South Asia Satellite GSAT-9 into a Geosynchronous Transfer
Orbit (GTO) is historic. The GSLV-F09 mission is the eleventh
flight of India’s Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV)
and its fourth consecutive flight with the indigenous Cryogenic
Upper Stage (CUS). The vehicle is designed to inject 2-2.5 tonne
class of satellites into GTO. The overall length of GSLV-F09 is
49.1 m. GSLV-F09 was launched from the Second Launch Pad
(SLP) at Satish Dhawan Space Centre SHAR (SDSC SHAR), Sriharikota, the space port of India.
GSLV-F09 vehicle configuration including the CUS is similar
to the ones successfully flown during the previous three missions — GSLV-D5, D6 and F05 — in January 2014, August 2015
and September 2016 respectively. GSLV-D5 and D6 successfully
placed two communication satellites –GSAT-14 and GSAT-6,
while GSLV-F05 placed India’s weather satellite INSAT-3DR, in
the intended GTOs. S-band telemetry and C-band transponders
enable GSLV-F09 performance monitoring, tracking, range
safety/flight safety and Preliminary Orbit Determination (POD).
GSAT-9 is configured around the ISRO’s standard I-2K bus.
The two solar arrays of GSAT-9 consisting of Ultra Triple Junction solar cells generate about 3,500 Watts of electrical power.
Sun and Earth sensors as well as gyroscopes provide orientation reference for the satellite. The Attitude and Orbit Control
System (AOCS) of the satellite maintains it’s orientation with the
help of momentum wheels, magnetic torquers and thrusters.
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The South Asian
Satellite – Some
highlights
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l

space diplomacy has touched new heights with Prime minister narendra modi’s unique gift in the sky to south asian
neighbours.
the gift of a communications satellite for use by neighbours
at no cost has perhaps no precedent worldwide.
the satellite, which weighs over 2 tonnes, has been fabricated in three years at a cost of over `230 crore.
its footprint extends all over south asia.
the south asia satellite has 12 ku band transponders which
india’s neighbours can utilise to increase communications.
each country will get access to at least one transponder
through which they could beam their own programming.
the satellite will facilitate dth television, vsat links, teleeducation, telemedicine and disaster management support.
it will provide critical communication links in times of disasters such as earthquakes, cyclones, floods, and tsunamis.
heads of Government from seven south asian nations benefiting from the satellite, connected via video conference, in
a unique celebration of the successful launch.

The satellite’s propulsion system consists of a Liquid Apogee
Motor (LAM) and chemical thrusters using liquid propellants for
initial orbit raising and station keeping. The satellite also carries plasma thrusters, assisting in station keeping.
India’s advancements in space are highly commendable and
the neighbouring countries can benefit from it. India can also
share the know-how and knowledge from its Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS), the GPS-Aided GEO-Augmented
Navigation (GaGAN) networks and the CartoSat imaging satellites,
while ensuring that it does not compromise with its own strategic
interests. Regional cooperation has gone on to a higher level! SP
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gsat-9: South Asia
Communication
Satellite
In the successful launch of the South Asia Communication Satellite,
ISRO has once again displayed its level of competence and the
capability to lead from the front
BY Air MArshAl B.K. PAndeY (retd)

W

While the nation Was still savouring the success by way
of a global record achieved by the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) with the launch in mid-February this year
of a record 104 satellites at one go, most of which were from
abroad, history was scripted again on May 5, 2017, when ISRO
successfully launched the South Asia Communication Satellite,
the GSAT-9 that was carried into space by the Geosynchronous
Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV-F09) the upper stage of which
was powered by an indigenously developed cryogenic engine.
Weighing 2230 kg at lift-off, the satellite which is designed
to operate from a geostationary orbit, is expected to have an
operational life of more than 12 years. The satellite has been
equipped with 12 Ku-Band transponders that has been developed at a cost of `235 crore. The total cost of the project inclusive of the launch is estimated to be around `450 crore. This
was the eleventh flight of GSLV and the fourth consecutive
launch of GSLV-F09.

forging ties:
GSat-9 lift off

PhotoGraPh: iSro

Brief History and acHievements of isro
With the intention of the newly independent nation making a
foray into the regime of space exploration, in 1962, the Government of India had established the Indian National Committee for Space Research (INCOSPAR), a concept driven jointly by
the first Prime Minister of India Jawaharlal Nehru and the legendary scientist Vikram Sarabhai who is generally regarded a
the father of India’s space programme. Subsequently in 1969,
INCOSPAR was replaced by ISRO, a far more empowered organisation under the Department of Space reporting directly to the
office of the Prime Minister of India.
During its nearly fifty years of existence, ISRO has built up
an impressive record of achievements. Its journey into space
began with the first satellite Aryabhata for the launch of which
on April 19, 1975, the space agency had to seek assistance from
the Soviet Union. However, five years later, ISRO was able to
successfully place in orbit the Rohini satellite with the help of
the indigenously built Satellite Launch Vehicle-3. ISRO then
went on to develop the highly successful Polar Satellite Launch
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Vehicle and the GSLV capable of carrying heavier payloads.
ISRO also developed multiple satellite launch capability that
enabled the agency to place in orbit numerous communication,
Earth observation satellites and navigation systems such as
GAGAN and IRNSS. ISRO accomplished Chandrayaan-I, a mission to the Moon in 2008 and the Mars Orbiter Mission in 2014.
So far, ISRO has launched 226 satellites, including 179 belonging to foreign countries. ISRO is now reported to be working on
Chandrayaan-II, human space flight, a mission to Venus and a
probe to the Sun.
In the successful launch of the South Asia Communication
Satellite, ISRO has once again displayed its level of competence
and the capability to lead from the front, attributes not usually
observed in the other Public Sector Undertakings in India especially those in the regime of aerospace and defence.
space diplomacy
Soon after assuming office in 2014, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had tasked the scientists at ISRO to develop a communication satellite that would be for use by the nations of the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), an economic and political organisation of eight nations in South Asia
which consists of India, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Maldives,
Sri Lanka, Afghanistan and Pakistan. At
the SAARC Summit in 2014, Prime Minister Narendra Modi embarked on “space
diplomacy” and made a commitment to
launch a communication satellite for use
exclusively by nations of the SAARC. This
was a clear projection of his intent to
strengthen his “neighbour first policy”.
As per the plans drawn up by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, the satellite was
intended to be a “precious gift” from India
to the other seven nations of SAARC that
would provide telecommunication links
amongst them as also address the region’s
economic and developmental priorities.
From the point of view of the technology
involved in the development and launch
of the South Asia Communication Satellite and placing it in a geostationary orbit,
it was well within the capability of ISRO
and as such, the exercise would not have
posed any extraordinary challenge to the
organisation. However, the impact of the South Asia Communication Satellite will be more geopolitical in nature and its influence on the relationship between India and the other nations of
SAARC will definitely be of significance. This has clearly been
the thrust of the political leadership at the national level which
is evident in the ideas and sentiments expressed by the Prime
Minister in his message after the successful launch of the South
Asia Communication Satellite, to the member nations of SAARC
who are part of the scheme.
In a video conference with the leaders of the partner
nations, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said, “ It was a journey to build the most advanced frontier in our partnership and
that our coming together is a sign of our unshakeable resolve to
place the needs of our peoples in the forefront. We are a family
of South Asian countries, united in our pursuit of peace, progress and prosperity of our region and the entire humankind. We
extend our close links into Outer Space and space technology
will touch the lives of our people in the region. This launch has
shown us that even the sky is not the limit when it comes to

regional cooperation. Convinced that when we join hands and
mutually share fruits of knowledge, technology and growth, we
can speed up development and prosperity. The support by the
leaders of partner nations will add even more joy in the hearts
and minds of our region.”
soutH asia communication satellite
The South Asia Communication Satellite in geostationary orbit
is designed to improve the capability of each of the partner
nations in the area of disaster management through better connectivity and speedy communication amongst them. In addition, the satellite which is equipped with Ku band transponders,
will facilitate and enhance capabilities in other areas such as
e-governance, tele-education, tele-medicine, broadcast within
the country, Direct-to-Home services and VSAT capacity with
other linking services. While India is bearing the cost of the
development and launch of the South Asia Communication Satellite, the partner nations will be required to build the required
infrastructure on the ground.
Unfortunately, Pakistan has turned out to be a major impediment for the success of the scheme and in turn could impinge
on the unity and harmony of SAARC. The reason put forward
by Pakistan for not participating in the scheme is that it has
its own space programme. Pakistan initiated its space programme eight years
before India did. Today, it has five satellites, but lacks heavy duty satellite launch
vehicles and facilities for fabrication of
satellites. But perhaps the primary motivation for Pakistan not to participate in
the scheme is the ongoing reason is the
ongoing conflict with India over Jammu
and Kashmir as also mistrust barriers on
ownership and control of the satellite and
related systems. Pakistan holds that as
the South Asia Communication Satellite is
made solely by India, it cannot be called
a regional project. As per a spokesperson
from the foreign office, Pakistan is prepared to share its expertise and technological know-how and is keen to participate in the project only if it has a role in
the development, launch and operation of
the satellite. However, as India had made
it clear that it would build, launch and
operate the satellite, Pakistan would not like to be a part of the
scheme. This unfortunately is a major blow to the spirit of unity
of SAARC that has been and is the enduring objective of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.

However, tHe impact
of tHe SoutH aSia
communication
Satellite will be more
geopolitical in nature
and itS influence
on tHe relationSHip
between india and tHe
otHer nationS of Saarc
will definitely be of
Significance
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tHe cHina factor
In the euphoria following the successful launch of the South Asia
Communication Satellite, the implications of the involvement of
China in some of the nations of SAARC ought not to be ignored.
Sri Lanka already has a Chinese satellite and is in the process
of getting the second one in 2018. Apart from Pakistan that is
fully under her influence, China has made inroads into Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka and the Maldives. In the regime of space
technology, Pakistan and Sri Lanka have launched satellites with
help from China. Even Nepal, the Maldives and Afghanistan
have held preliminary discussions with China on future satellite projects. India’s space diplomacy will have to factor in and
aggressively counter the Chinese influence in the region. This
will be a major challenge for the Indian leadership. SP
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CubeSats
CostEffective
Delivery
CubeSats are currently shotgunned into
space as auxiliary payload piggybacking on
the bigger launches done by civilian space
agencies
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Over the past 60 years, one defining trend has characterised the evolution of technology known for the key attributes like Smaller in size, Faster in speed, Lighter in weight,
Denser in critical composition resulting to better efficiency,
and Cheaper in comparison to conventional commercial technologies (SFLDC). This can be witnessed in automobiles, jet
engines, computers, mobiles, small drones and a whole host of
consumer electronics. Experts believe that man-made satellites
are the last hold outs from a ‘mainframe era’ that have not participated in this revolution due in part to the overly regulated
nature of this sector, highly niche applications of solutions and
prohibitive costs of the space launches.
However, recent advances in power, sensor electronics and
telemetry provide a reason to believe that this is set to radically
change. Low Earth Orbit (LEO) CubeSats are particularly well
placed to exploit these developments and allow space to be used
for commercial and governance purpose in a viable form.
While much has been said and published on the manner in
which conventional satellites have revolutionised a vast spectrum of human affairs from military surveillance to real-time
broadcast and weather monitoring, the potential of multiple constellations of smaller, cheaper CubeSats working in tandem akin
to terrestrial Internet servers has not yet been fully explored. In
this artical, we intend to evaluate CubeSats as a low-cost technologyoption for delivering effective local governance.
CubeSatS
The idea of miniaturising the satellites has been in the works
for quite a while. The University of Surrey Satellite,weighing 52
kg, was the first small satellite in orbit. Subsequently attempts
have been routinely made by research labs, universities and
small groups of satellite hobbyists to build and deploy smaller
satellites below 100 kg. Technological advancements in last two
decades now allow reduction of essentially the entire Sputnik
onto a single chip. On June 22, 2016, the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) launched 14 nanosatellites, two of these
CubeSats built by Indian universities — Sathyabamasat (1.5
kg-2U CubeSat ) and Swayam (1 kg-1U CubeSat)
Though an individual CubeSat is severely restricted owing
to limitations of its onboard power and sensor packages, an
entire constellation of smaller satellites can provide the same
advantages of agility, redundancy, parallelisation and a synchronicity benefits which are the defining strengths of digital
economy. Formation flying by constellation of CubeSats is being
actively investigated to provide a fail-safe, redundant communications and sensor platform.
Given the starkly lower cost of individual CubeSats or even a constellation of
CubeSats vis-à-vis conventional satellites,
the former provide much wider scope
of testing experimental payloads and
exploitation of a wide range of services
which aren’t feasible on mainstream satellite buses many which have reached the
end of their technological maturity.
The possibility of an open-ended
space infrastructure could perhaps only
be realised via CubeSats which would
enable individual group of companies
to develop service-oriented solutions for
space applications much the same way
as technology start-ups have revolutionised the digital economy by leveraging an
ubiquitous, and for the most part stan-

dardised, Internet architecture. Even though current literature
emphasises more of imagery and remote sensing applications,
the spectrum of solutions for on-demand space based services
is potentially limitless, having an ever present swarm of electronic Infrastructure in LEO has applications which perhaps
haven't even been imagined yet.
CoSt — eConomiCS of CubeSatS ConStruCtion
and LaunCh
The construction of a CubeSat using COTS is currently achievable and is already being done by hobbyist groups, universities,
research labs and private entrepreneurs. The manufacturing
cost of a 1U CubeSat kit is currently pegged at $50,000 which
makes it a very affordable proposition. However, the important
thing to remember is not the cost-economics of manufacturing
(which are on a downward trajectory) but costs surrounding
launch of CubeSats.
CubeSats are currently shotgunned into space as auxiliary
payload piggybacking on the bigger launches done by civilian
space agencies. This essentially binds cubesat deployment with
the schedule of multimillion-dollar space launches, providing
limited scope for growth. The cost-effectiveness of such a programme is debatable. The stated launch cost for CubeSats as an
auxiliary payload is given to be $30,000/pound.
Even though there are studies which state that costs of
individual CubeSat launch using Russian rockets is $30,000,
per launch, independent studies peg the launch costs between
$75,000 and $1,25,000 per 1U launch. There are a whole host
of launch technologies which might come into fruition in the
near future, which might see these costs come down appreciably. Some of these are discussed as following:
PLane LaunChed PLatform — aLaSa
This entails launching the CubeSat through a plane based missile launch. Boeing experimented ALASA for a while but owing
to volatility of chemicals in the upper stage and consequent
dangers posed, this had to be scrapped. A version of this Air
Launched system is Cubecab which is a tiny missile riding
aboard F-104 fighter jet. Experiments have shown promising
results and could potentially be one way of launching it.
reuSabLe roCketS
Elon Musk’s company SpaceX and Jeff Bezos’s Blue Origin have
successfully demonstrated the feasibility of reusable satellite
launch vehicles. As this launch capability moves forward and
matures, it would be possible for CubeSat
operators to schedule launches at a faster
clip and economical rates. Blue Origin’s New
Shepard design with smaller payload capacity is particularly well suited for clusters of
CubeSats. Though the New Shepard reusable launch vehicle can only ferry payloads
on a suborbital path till Karman line (100
km), its New Glenn stage of rockets have
been earmarked for carrying payloads on
an orbital flight path. Even as of today, New
Shepard can ferry suborbital research payloads of 11.3 kg at an altitude of 100 km, the
ideal deployment envelope for nano-satellite
launch vehicles (NLV).

an entire constellation
of smaller satellites
can provide the
same advantages of
agility, redundancy,
parallelisation and a
synchronicity benefits
which are the defining
strengths of digital
economy
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experimentally tried only once, by the ill-fated Canadian weapons designer Gerald Bull. The unwieldy design of the guns along
with limited altitude range of the projectiles are severe limiting
factors with such a launch. Although unlikely to get traction in
near future, advances in artillery development could potentially
open up this method for commercial usage. However, this particular platform is deeply entangled with advanced weapons
development, specifically — long range artillery and hence is
unlikely to move ahead due to export control and MTCR regulations. Besides this, the range is severely limited, only 58-60 km
straight up which falls significantly short of what's needed for
an orbital payload.
The two promising launch technologies which are likely to
evolve as worthy CubeSat launch platform are:
demi-SPrite
A 40-ft launcher, which is relatively uncomplicated in design,
has a fairly robust unibody structure, which has no turbopumps. The only moving parts are gimbals and valves. Recurring launch costs for 160 kg LEO are stated to be $3.5 million.
firefLy-aLPha
Uses a carbon composite aerospike engine which uses a pressure fed combustion cycle dispensing expensive pump-based
combustion, which looks promising based on the latest tests.
Similar to Demisprite it has no moving parts in its combustion
cycle, which makes it more resilient against launch failures.
ProPuLSion, PayLoad and Power requirementS
of CubeSatS
Advances in a range of technologies such as laser-based ion
thrusters and solar sails allow for a radical new approaches
in providing propulsion for CubeSats once they are deployed
in orbit. Unlike conventional satellites with fixed predictable
orbits, CubeSats are expected to have flexible orbits for reorientation towards specific geographies. Though some of
the CubeSats can carry a limited chemical mass ejection propulsion systems, the severely limited payload capacity with
CubeSat makes this an unviable option. Moreover, CubeSat
Design Specification limits the onboard hazardous chemicals
at 100 Wh (watt-hours). The associated inefficiencies with
small number short duration bursts make propulsion through
chemical burns an unviable option. However, the low inertial frames of CubeSats make them perfect vehicles to exploit
magnetorquer and solar sails as a potential propulsion option. Several designs
already exist in this regard including the
IKAROS, developed by JAXA (Japanese
Space Agency) which successfully demonstrated the solar sail capability in a
fly-by to Venus. Other similar designs are
also being actively studied .3U NanoSail
D-2 and LightSail-2015 have also been
successfully tested in LEO.
Though payload of a single CubeSat
is severely restricted, usage of COTS and
stringing of CubeSats allows for leveraging
a cluster computing model to enhance the
overall effectiveness of the payload.
The single greatest limiting factor hindering the commercial and governance
exploitation of CubeSats is lack of reliable communication infrastructure owing
to low onboard power and a significant

tumbling movement of CubeSats. Though a CubeSat can communicate across the full spectrum of VHF, UHF, L, C, S, and X
Band, maintaining a steady and reliable uplink has proven to
be challenging due to lack of appropriate infrastructure for a
high gain directional antennae as found in conventional satellites. The existing helical mono/di-pole antennae are not sufficient for any sustained data uplinks. However, this problem
is being successfully attacked by researchers from MIT and
Caltech by incorporating an inflatable antennae which significantly amplifies and improves signal throughput.
CubeSatS aS a PotentiaL for effeCtive
GovernanCe in india
Government of India has very ambitious governance objectives,
few of which include:
• 24 x 7 x 365 electricity to all households.
• Digital platform for banking and other services, ideally
through a smartphone to every citizen of the country.
• Doubling of farm incomes within 5 years (entails a CAGR of
20 per cent as against the present growth of 4 per cent).
• Creation of 10 million high value/high wage jobs.
• Converting India into an global manufacturing giant under
its ambitious ‘Make in India’ programme.
• Building 41 km of national highways every single day.
• River linking project and usage of inland waterways.
• Sagarmala project to promote domestic shipping and ease
the burden on rail and roadways.
• Self-sufficiency in energy through effective use of coal, oil
and gas and clean energy portfolio of 100 GW.
an oPen arChiteCture SateLLite buS
Given the niche and capital intensive nature of satellite construction, present satellite bus are severely constrained in terms
of the available range of payload and future expansion. Conventional 500 kg and above satellites do not allow room radical changes in its architecture due to physical constraints and
legacy issues.
CubeSats which are designed using COTS and technology
available in smartphones can be built from ground up and present no such problems. In many ways programming a CubeSat
is similar to programming your smartphone. A constellation of
CubeSats running on an open architecture design can most effectively leverage the skills and resources of India's technology sector to create a wide array of satellite solutions in almost a quasifree market conditions. A constellation of
ubiquitous infrastructure unhindered by
geographic boundaries and weather anomalies also ensures that it will act as a pivotal
infrastructure of governance delivery. SP
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Delivering financing value for business aviation
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LEASING & LENDING SOLUTIONS FOR PRIVATE AIRCRAFT

Regional aviation

Airports
air india regional
BomBardier CrJ700 at
dehradun Jolly grant airPort

Viable airports,
need
of the hour
The Expenditure Finance Committee has recommended the proposal for revival of 50
unserved and underserved airports/airstrips of the state governments, the Airports
Authority of India (AAI) and civil enclaves at an estimated cost of `4,500 crore in three
financial years starting from 2017-18

PhotograPh: Wikimedia

BY R. ChandRakanth
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The firsT flighT of UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam Naagrik —
enabling the common man to fly) took off from Delhi to Shimla
on April 27, 2017, with fares starting at Rs. 2,036. And with
that it is hoped that the Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) or
UDAN will transform airport connectivity in India, provided all
the stakeholders — airlines, airports, regulatory agencies, etc –
get their act right. One of the key components of RCS is going to
be airports commensurate with the nature of regional airlines.
The government is creating an enabling environment in this
regard and airports are on the priority list. The Expenditure
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Finance Committee has recommended the proposal for revival
of 50 unserved and underserved airports/airstrips of the state
governments, the Airports Authority of India (AAI) and civil
enclaves at an estimated cost of `4,500 crore, in three financial
years starting from 2017-18. However, the revival of airstrips
and airports will be 'demand driven', depending upon firm
commitment from airline operators as well as from the state
governments for providing various concessions.
The AAI which is the implementing agency of UDAN had
received 43 initial proposals from 11 bidders covering 92 air-
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Airports

ports (30 currently served airports, 12 currently under served
airports and 50 currently unserved airports). In March this
year, it approved five airlines, including Air India subsidiary
and SpiceJet to operate on 128 routes connecting 70 airports,
of which 31 are unserved.
Greenfield airports
The Ministry already has granted ‘in principle’ approval for setting up of the 18 greenfield airports in the country. The list of
these airports along with the estimated cost is as under: MOPA
in Goa at `3,100 crore, Navi Mumbai `16,704 crore, Shirdi
`320.54 crore and Sindhudurg `520 crore in Maharashtra;
Bijapur `150 crore, Gulbarga `13.78 crore in initial phase, Hassan `592 crore and Shimoga 38.91 crore in Karnataka; Kannur
in Kerala `1,892 crore; Durgapur in West Bengal `670 crore;
Dabra in Madhya Pradesh `200 crore; Pakyong in Sikkim
`553.53 crore; Karaikal in Puducherry `170 crore; Kushinagar
in Uttar Pradesh `448 crore; Dholera in Gujarat `1712 crore
and Dagadarthi mandal, Nellore district `293 crore), Bhogapuram in Vizianagaram district `2,260 crore and Oravakallu in
Kurnool district `200 crore in Andhra Pradesh. In Addition AAI
has begun the public-private partnership (PPP) bidding process
for O&M contracts for Jaipur and Ahmedabad airports.
As regards construction of new greenfield airports, execution of project including finalisation of project cost and financing arrangement is the sole responsibility of the respective airport promoters. However, as per the information provided by
the respective airport developer, the total estimated cost for setting up of above mentioned 18 greenfield airports in the country
is about `30,000 crore.
These are ambitious plans but the government is determined.
However, what kind of airports is the AAI planning to develop
is what we need to look into. For RCS to become effective the
airports certainly have to be no-frills airports where the runways
are good enough for turboprop or smaller jets and even going
up to single-aisle aircraft. Not only can these airports be used
by regional airlines, it can have the flexibility to accommodate
low cost airlines for the airports to become viable. For LCCs, it
makes sense to fly from cheaper, secondary airports to serve
major markets. Many developed markets have taken the route
of having terminals adjacent to one another, one serving international and other major airlines and the other serving budget/low
cost or regional airlines. Tokyo Narita –T3 terminal is a classic
example or for that matter London-Stansted. The Narita Terminal 3 serves five low-cost carriers — Jetstar, Japan; Jetstar Airways; Vanilla Air; SpringJapan and Jeju Air. The airport has been
designed under the concept of ‘casual, functional and exciting.’
The regional airports while catering to the needs of small aircraft
have to a vision of becoming big as traffic increases.
peculiar challenGes
In a report on ‘Challenges and opportunities for small and
emerging airports in the 21st century’, Surabhi Rana of Mumbai International Airport of the GVK Group has analysed how
there are many challenges, peculiar to India and what steps are
required to have sustainable operations.
The report cites that small airports have a peculiar challenge
of higher costs with less reliability on revenues derived from passengers. Airports are asset intensive businesses with high sunk
costs, disproportionate to the revenues generated. As regards
expenses, though small airports handle lower throughput, however their operating expenses per passenger are higher compared
to the global average. The reason for it is though the airport is
small, fixed costs have to be borne for operating the airport.
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averaGe operatinG expense
As per ACI Airport Economic Report, 2015, airports with less
than one million passengers have average operating expense
of $13 per passenger whereas the global average is $11 per
passenger. Airports handing 1-5 million passengers have average operating expense of $9 per passenger. Personnel expenses,
administration expenses are some of the costs that need to be
carefully looked into. Number of employees on airport site per
one million passengers is very high at airports with less than 1
million passengers, i.e. 1,223 employees. However, the number
is 1,065 for airports with 1-5 million annual passengers while
global average is 924 employees.
On revenue generation, it cites that the global share of
non-aeronautical revenue (excluding non-operating revenue)
is 40.4 per cent. However, airports with less than one million
and 1-5 million passengers have non-aeronautical revenue as
26.7 per cent and 32.9 per cent respectively. In terms of per
passenger value, global per passenger non-aeronautical revenue is almost twice the airports handling less than one million passengers.
neGative marGins
The ACI Airport Economic Report of 2015 has stated that profitability of smaller airports with less than one million annual passengers tend to have negative margins, thus giving less investor
confidence. Majority of small and regional airports depend on
subsidies to finance their operations. This may severely dampen
the airports plans, requiring investments and aggressive marketing. Even if there are investments made in an airport there is
guarantee that it will become viable and there are examples of
how these airports have not attracted flights, one classic example being of Jaisalmer airport where for three years it was lying
idle, after Rs. 100 crore was sunk in the project.
The report also mentions the challenge of a small and
emerging airport being near a hub airport. An example to support this statement is Chandigarh airport which is a small airport handling approx.1.5 million passengers per annum. Chandigarh airport operated as a civil enclave since its inception,
however, a new terminal building was constructed in 2011 and
the airport was declared as a customs airport, making it eligible
to handle international flights. However, no international flights
operated from the new terminal, despite having a significant
large catchment of Chandigarh, Haryana and Punjab, with the
population of approximately 54 million as per 2011 census. In
2015, a new international airport was developed with the joint
collaboration between the Government of Punjab, Government
of Haryana and Airports Authority of India.
The report cites that small, regional and remote airports
cater to smaller market size with very less or almost negligible
catchment area. This poses a challenge in terms of attracting
airlines to operate to such airports as the route may have to
be operated with certain specific type of aircraft (e.g. aircraft
with 80 or less seats) and which may not be available with all
the airlines. Thankfully now with UDAN, aircraft with less than
20 seats also can be operated as a regional flight. The issue
of smaller market size can be addressed by the deployment of
the right aircraft. Linked to it, is the competition from other
modes of transport, e.g. rail and road, where it may be convenient for the passengers to connect to other nearby destinations
with multiple options to travel by rail or road, thereby further
impacting the future development of the air transport in and
around that region. It boils down to the attractiveness of the
airfare. Now with UDAN taking off, it needs to be seen how this
will play out. SP
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IndIGo

“In suPPort of our PrIme mInIster
narendra modI’s udan vIsIon,
we are embarkIng on a journey
to buIld a natIonwIde regIonal
network and connect cItIes that
have not benefIted from the
growth In IndIan avIatIon."
—AdityA Ghosh,
President of indiGo

IndiGo Picks
50 ATR 72-600

PhotograPh: atr

After mainline airline Air India and low-cost carrier SpiceJet had won bids in the first round
of ‘UDAN’ bidding, India’s largest carrier in terms of market share, has made its intentions
known of entering the regional aviation market. With the government creating an enabling
environment to boost regional connectivity, IndiGo on May 9, announced that it was
preparing for an ambitious development of its regional footprint. The Indian carrier will
play a key role in the government’s Regional Connectivity Scheme.
BY R. ChandRakanth
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ATR, The TuRbopRop mAnufAcTuReR, announced that it has
signed a term sheet with India’s largest airline by market share,
IndiGo, for the sale of 50 ATR 72-600 aircraft, with the flexibility
to reduce the number of aircraft deliveries based on certain conditions. In a deal valued at over $1.3 billion at list price, the aircraft
are expected to begin operations by the end of 2017. IndiGo’s plan
coincides with the launch of the Indian Government’s Regional
Connectivity Scheme called UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam Naagrik) —
provides for cap on air ticket prices and the Viability Gap Funding
(VGF) for the participating, aiming to boost economic development, employment and tourism by connecting small and remote
cities. After the first round of bidding, the Ministry of Civil Aviation
is tweaking the scheme as to accommodate smaller players too.
India’s rapidly expanding domestic market represented
close to 100 million passengers in 2016, and has been steadily
growing by more than 20 per cent annually. It is expected to
become the world’s third largest market by 2020. Under the
RCS, 100 new airports will be created within the next two to
three years, and airlines will receive financial support and other
incentives to make air travel affordable.
To build a naTionwide regional neTwork
Aditya Ghosh, President of IndiGo, said: “In support of our Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s UDAN vision, we are embarking on
a journey to build a nationwide regional
network and connect cities that have not
benefited from the growth in Indian aviation. The ATRs low operating costs will
help us build a large regional air travel
network with reasonable fares. These
aircraft will feature modern cabin interiors, thus making the flight a comfortable
experience for our passengers. The ATR’s
outstanding operational versatility, along
with their capabilities to land in remote
airports with limited infrastructure will
help us manage our operations efficiently.”
Christian Scherer, ATR’s Chief Executive Officer, declared: “IndiGo is one of the
most respected, efficient and demanding
airline in the world. Today they have selected the ATR 72-600s
as the best solution to effectively implement their ambitious
plans to build a nationwide regional network. Their decision
further proves that our aircraft is the right tool to link communities and develop business throughout India.”
The ATR 72-600 has a passenger capacity of 68-78 seats. It
runs on Pratt & Whitney 127M engines with maximum power
at take-off at 2,750 HP per engine; maximum weight at take-off:
23,000 kg; maximum load: 7,500 kg and maximum range with
full passenger load: 900 nautical miles (1,665 km).

IndiGo is not only the most efficient low-fare operator domestically but is also comparable with global low-cost airlines. From
multichannel direct sales (including online flight booking, call
centres and airport counters), to online flight status checking, an
exclusive IndiGo app for Android, it has transformed air travel
in India. Today, it is India’s most preferred airline.
ATR is the world leader in the market for below-90-seat
regional aircraft. Since its creation, ATR has sold over 1,500
aircraft. ATR aircraft equip the fleets of some 200 airlines in
nearly 100 countries. ATR is an equal partnership between two
major European aeronautics players, Airbus and Leonardo.
oTher players Too geTTing acTive
The regional aviation space is getting abuzz, thanks to the government’s proactive policies. Hyderabad-based TruJet, which
also flies ATR aircraft, has already announced plans to add more
routes after initial success, while Alliance Air’s flights to Shimla
from Delhi are sold out for the next two months. TruJet has been
having 80 per cent passenger load factor and the airline is planning to add new aircraft soon. The airline currently operates a
fleet of five 70-seater ATR aircraft. Out of these, 36 seats per flight
are sold under the UDAN scheme. It sells these seats at `1,700
each, and seeks government subsidy of Rs. 2,500 per seat.
The government provides a subsidy to compensate for any
operational loss due to fare cap. Under
the scheme, Alliance Air is offering a subsidised fare of `2,036 per ticket and is getting a government subsidy of `3,500 per
seat. Alliance Air flies a 50-seater ATR aircraft on the route, but due to payload limitations, it “can offer only 35 seats between
Delhi and Shimla, and between 12 and 19
seats in return,” according to an Air India
official who has been quoted in the media.

IndIGo whIch Is awaItInG
the atR aIRcRaft soon
Is expected to make
aGGRessIve bIds In the
second Round. the
ReGIonal avIatIon space
Is Indeed GettInG ‘hot’.

indigo has 39.9 markeT share
IndiGo is India’s largest passenger airline with a market share of
39.9 per cent as of March 2017. The airline primarily operates
in India’s domestic air travel market as a low-cost carrier with
focus on our three pillars – offering low fares, being on-time
and delivering a courteous and hassle-free experience. IndiGo
has become synonymous with being on time. Since its inception
in 2006, IndiGo has grown from a carrier with one plane to a
fleet of 133 aircraft today. A single aircraft type (A320/A320neo),
high operational reliability and an award winning service make
IndiGo one of the most reliable airlines in the world. The carrier
currently operates more than 900 peak daily flights connecting
46 destinations – 39 domestic and seven international.
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udan To be refined
There is likely to be a revision to the
minimum number of seats on which the
government will provide subsidy to an
airline for operating to airports in Tier-II
and Tier-III cities under the RCS. Currently an airline operating under the UDAN is entitled to subsidy on a minimum of
nine and a maximum of 40 seats on a flight. The government’s
rethink comes after requests from operators that they were
willing to induct aircraft having four to six or more seats and
requesting that subsidy be provided for these flights also. These
changes are among those being considered when the government calls bids from airlines for operating on more routes
under the UDAN.
The second round of bidding for these routes is expected
towards the end of June this year although the Ministry of Civil
Aviation officials admit that meeting the end June deadline to
start the bidding process might be difficult. The second round of
UDAN will also see the government drop some airports including Juhu in Mumbai, and Jalandhar. The lack of adequate traffic from Jalandhar is the reason for its being dropped, according to an official quoted in the media. Besides a better airport
existed at Adhampur which was close to Jalandhar. The first
round of bidding ended in March with the government awarding five airlines — Air Odisha, Air Deccan, Alliance Air, SpiceJet
and TruJet the right to operate UDAN flights. IndiGo which is
awaiting the ATR aircraft soon is expected to make aggressive
bids in the second round. The regional aviation space is indeed
getting ‘hot’. SP
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EuropE

IllustratIon: anoop Kamath

We’ve noW had six months of steady
groWth in traffic numbers and they’re
the best since 2011, this is an exciting
time for business aviation, With innovative
neW aircraft, technologies and business
models coming to the fore. the industry
is looking dynamic as it expands
its offerings for neW and existing
customers and aircraft oWners.”
—Brandon Mitchener, ceo, eBaa
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Bouncing Back,
Albeit Slowly
This is an exciting time for business aviation, with innovative new aircraft, technologies
and business models coming to the fore. The industry is looking dynamic as it expands its
offerings for new and existing customers and aircraft owners.
BY R. ChandRakanth

T
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“It’s a very different charter market from North America,”
The european Business aviaTion Association (EBAA) is
excited about the economic prospects in Europe. Having proven said Richard Koe, Managing Director of WINGX Advance. “What
resilient to global challenges last year, the European economic we’re seeing in Europe in terms of online brokerage is actually
recovery is expected to continue this year and next: for the first somewhat ahead of North America, and appears to be succeedtime in almost a decade, the economies of all European Union ing in creating a genuine spot market.”
While traditional aircraft brokers are well established in the
(EU) member states are expected to grow throughout the entire
forecasting period (2016, 2017 and 2018). However, the outlook United States, and many American flight departments choose to
put their aircraft on a Part 135 certificate for supplemental revis surrounded by higher-than-usual uncertainty.
Real GDP in the euro area has grown for 15 consecutive enue, the charter market in Europe is not as consolidated. This
quarters, employment is growing at a robust pace and unem- has left an opening for new entrants, particularly brokers leverployment continues to fall, although it remains above pre-crisis aging online sales platforms. On the online marketplaces, light
levels. Private consumption is still the engine of the recovery. jet charters have flourished, especially with infrequent users of
business aviation, who are on the fence about stepping up to
Investment growth continues but remains subdued.
In its winter forecast released, the European Commission fractional or private ownership.
Historically, it’s also been harder for charter operators in
expects euro area GDP growth of 1.6 per cent in 2017 and 1.8
per cent in 2018. This is slightly revised up from the autumn Europe to become true regional players, because of cultural and
forecast (2017: 1.5 per cent, 2018: 1.7 per cent) on the back of market differences across the continent. In 2016 for example,
better-than-expected performance in the second half of 2016 business aircraft charters in Germany were down 4.2 per cent
and a rather robust start into 2017. GDP growth in the EU as over 2015, while France was the continent’s top charter market,
a whole should follow a similar pattern and is forecast at
LEADER IN MAKING: pIlatus pC-24 Is lIKElY to EmErgE as an Important lEaDIng JEt From EuropE
1.8 per cent this year and next
(autumn forecast: 2017: 1.6
per cent, 2018: 1.8 per cent).
Ultra-long range
aircraft in demand
EBAA has said that while the
United States is seeing a resurgence in business aircraft
ownership, Europe has seen
more narrow growth, in specific categories and markets.
Demand for ultra-long-range
aircraft has remained strong,
and light jet activity was up 10
per cent in 2016 over 2015.
Operations by turboprop and
piston aircraft remained sluggish, but demand for light jets
in Europe is being driven by
new usage models in charter
and shuttle services.
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and twin-engine turboprop offerings.
Maxime Bouchard, Managing Director
of JetFly Aviation, described the potential of that entry-level and versatile
segment of business aviation following
the European Aviation Safety Agency’s
recent approval of single-engine turboprop aircraft for commercial operations in Europe.
This opens new possibilities for
utilising a single-engine turboprop
that has the same range and capacity as some business jets, according to
Bouchard. “These aircraft can land on
two to three times more airfields than
a jet – some 2,000 airfields in Europe
compared to 800 for a jet. As a user,
you get more choice, avoid congested
“It’s a vErY DIFFErEnt ChartEr marKEt
airfields and can land closer to your
From north amErICa,” What WE’rE
sEEIng In EuropE In tErms oF onlInE
destination,” said Bouchard.
broKEragE Is aCtuallY somEWhat
Mitchener said this was an example
ahEaD oF north amErICa, anD appEars
of how EBAA was working on behalf of
to bE suCCEEDIng In CrEatIng a
its members and the industry to ensure
gEnuInE spot marKEt.”
reasonable and proportionate rules for
—RIchARD KoE, MANAGING DIREctoR,
WINGX ADvANcE.
the sector, as well as to promote new
technologies that enhance safety and
access to smaller airports, including
satellite-based navigation, instrument landing approaches such
as LPV and augmented vision technologies.
from flat figUres to signs of vigoUr
EBAA Chairman, Juergen Wiese, added: “As we mark the
Presenting the state of the European business aviation industry
at its annual press conference, Brandon Mitchener, the new CEO 40th anniversary of our Association this year, we are happy to
of the EBAA, said that the sector was showing promising signs of report a steady increase in our membership numbers as well as
increasing levels of expertise and support that we are already
vigour after a few years of flat figures.
“We’ve now had six months of steady growth in traffic num- able to provide our member companies. And we will continue
bers and they’re the best since 2011,” said Mitchener. “This is to develop further these capabilities for our membership at this
an exciting time for business aviation, with innovative new air- promising time for our industry.”
Looking to this month’s EBACE 2017, Mitchener said that
craft, technologies and business models coming to the fore. The
industry is looking dynamic as it expands its offerings for new and the 17th edition of EBACE in Geneva was going to be “this
year’s best and biggest business aviation event in Europe.”
existing customers and aircraft owners.”
“We have an exciting show lined up, highlighting where
Mitchener underlined business aviation’s unmatched value
proposition: meeting needs that no other transport option can the sector is going and showcasing on the static display more
satisfy by helping users gain direct access to destinations while than 50 of the latest generation of business aircraft and aviachieving huge time savings, flexibility and full control over onics equipment. In the Palexpo halls we have more than
their schedules—even if their itineraries combine multiple and 400 exhibitors, and we’re pleased to have Bertrand Piccard,
Founder and Pilot of Solar Impulse, the first aircraft to fly
remote destinations.
“It’s a vibrant, evolving industry and many players are around the world entirely on solar power, as our keynote
developing new ways of working that further expand custom- speaker,” said Mitchener.
Business aviation traffic figures rose for a fifth consecutive
ers’ freedom of choice,” said Mitchener. This includes online
booking platforms with faster response times, more transpar- month, thrusting ahead an additional 9 per cent, to top off rises of
3.6 per cent in February and 6.4 per cent
ency and better pricing.
in January, compared to the same period
EBAA member company Stratajet
last year. The total growth in departures,
pointed to the broader customer base
ebaa has been Working
arrivals, internals and overflights in the
thanks to the direct access to private
Single European Sky area came to 6.7
jets through an online platform. “We are
on behalf of its members
per cent for Q1 compared to 2016, for a
reaching out to new types of customers,
and the industry to
12-month total of 1.7 per cent growth.
one-third of whom are first-time priThe 2017 EBACE will showcase more
vate jet users, and many of whom are
ensure reasonable and
than 500 exhibitors and 60 business airin the 25-34 age segment, comprising a
proportionate rules for
craft on static display, with experts set
tech-savvy new audience of fliers,” said
the sector, as Well as to
to debate and define the future of the
Ricardo Gato, CMO of Stratajet.
industry. Hosted by the EBAA and the
promote neW technologies
National Business Aviation Association
more choice
that enhance safety and
(NBAA), EBACE takes place May 22 to
Another area where customers are gain24 at Geneva’s magnificent Palexpo. SP
ing more choice is in the use of singleaccess to smaller airports
with activity up 7.2 per cent. Brokers
on the online marketplace are finding
a way to bridge these differences in
Europe, by consolidating real-time supply and matching it to requests submitted through apps and web portals.
“Companies such as JetSmarter,
for example, are building transcontinental membership bases and leveraging pre-purchased inventory to provide guaranteed charter availability,”
said Koe. “They’re also introducing
city-to-city business aircraft shuttles,
similar to those that have been successful in the United States.”
Koe is presenting a session on
business aviation trends in Europe
at the 2017 European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE
2017), during the International Aircraft
Transactions Seminar on May 21. The
seminar leading into EBACE also will
feature sessions on how the US market
affects the European market, and vice
versa; details on the emerging business
models driving aircraft utilisation; and
a panel of leading aircraft financiers.
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Fleet Modernisation
evolving designs:
hyPermach sonicstar

Modernising
Business
Aviation Fleet
It is for the government to recognise the value of business aviation, acquiesce to its
reasonable demands and facilitate business aviation fleet modernisation

PhotograPh: hyPermach

BY Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

T

The Term ‘business aviaTion’ is not officially included
in the lexicon of the International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICAO) which has an all-encompassing definition of general aviation comprising all civil aircraft that are not operated by commercial aviation or for aerial operations that are specific tasks
like crop-spraying. Business aviation is thus a part of general
aviation. In 1998, the International Business Aviation Council
(IBAC), an international non-governmental organisation with
a permanent observer status with ICAO, adopted the following
definition of business aviation: “That sector of aviation which

www.sps-aviation.com

concerns the operation or use of aircraft by companies for the
carriage of passengers or goods as an aid to the conduct of their
business, flown for purposes generally considered not for public
hire and piloted by individuals having, at the minimum, a valid
commercial pilot licence with an instrument rating.”
India has a special category of non-scheduled operator permit (NSOP) holders which operate commercial aircraft, but have
rules and regulations distinct from those governing scheduled
airlines. Technically speaking, NSOPs do not come under general
aviation as they are commercial operators; but, in India, it is
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the market but rather a glimpse of recent trends that complement established and existing options. If one’s primary consideration is speed, one would prima facie look at a jet. Speed is
predicated to size; the bigger the business jet, the higher its
speed. The supersonic range currently remains confined to military aircraft. A Super Sonic Business Jet (SSBJ), designed to
travel at speeds above the speed of sound, remains a tantalising
target for aircraft manufacturers. No SSBJs are currently available, although several manufacturers are working on designs.
According to sources, Aerion SBJ, Aerion AS2, HyperMach SonicStar, SAI Quiet Supersonic Transport, Spike S-512, SukhoiGulfstream S-21 and Tupolev Tu-444 are some designs in different stages of fruition and the business aviation world awaits
the first SSBJ with expectation of delight and apprehension of
Trends in Business AviATion
Indian business aviation was still trying to find its feet after the its price tag!
Last year, Dassault’s Falcon 2000LXS achieved the distinc2007 jolt by the government of a duty more than a fifth of the
cost of an aircraft, when the 2008 economic downturn struck it tion of being the first business jet to fly an instrument approach
in the midriff. International business aviation is showing signs procedure (IAP) with a published LPV minima of 200 feet.
of recovery and, according to Brad Nolen, Bombardier’s Director Meanwhile, Dassault’s Falcon 8X ultra long range business jet,
of Product Planning and Strategy for Business Aircraft, the busi- derived from Falcon 7X, has received approval from the US
ness jet market is “slowly getting back to pre-recession levels.” Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as well as the European
Reportedly, business aviation aircraft sales had dipped from their Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and is expected to enter service
2008 peak levels to nearly half by 2013. Since then they have later this year. The 6,450-nm range Falcon 8X will provide the
greatest range and longest cabin of any Falmoved sluggishly and are showing signs
con family aircraft. Embraer did very well
of recovery since 2015. Will the interat the last Farnborough International Airnational trend be manifest in India and
show (FIA) especially in terms of sales of
usher in fleet modernisation?
Rationalisation and
its E190-E2. Orders now stand at 272 firm
The Business Aircraft Operators’
optimisation of
and 398 options. During FIA, Embraer disAssociation (BAOA) is hopeful in this
played the Legacy 500 and also announced
regard; but is facing an uphill task in
Regulations foR geneRal
that its new Legacy 450 had received FAA
bringing to the Indian establishment the
aviation would pRovide
certification for an extended range of 2,904
realisation that business aviation is a
a degRee of ceRtainty
nm up from 2,575 nm, thus giving it full
contributor to national economic growth,
transcontinental range. Its Phenom 300 has
a fact acknowledged by United States and
foR fleet modeRnisation
made a place in the light-jet category and
Europe. Time saving, flexibility of use at
decisions to be pRemised
compares very well with other jets in that
short notice, timings of one’s choice and
class. It also enjoys popularity on account of
privacy during travel, are all factors that
upon
its highest resale value in the light jet class.
can be perceived to enhance productivGulfstream meanwhile has introduced
ity. However, visualisation of a business
innovative technology by adapting fly-byaircraft as a productivity enhancing tool
has so far evaded the government which appears to be apathetic wire technology to the next level of intelligence-by-wire system
to the stridently and frequently voiced grievances of the business which is now standard fit in the new version of G500 and G600
aviation community. The general sentiment (achche din) asso- aircraft; the former is expected to replace the G450 as a prodciated with Narendra Modi’s governance is yet to bring about uct. The company claims that intelligence-by-wire uses half the
either an increase in the demand for business aviation or an alle- components of a traditional FBW architecture for improved
viation of the sorry state of existing business aviation industry. production quality and maintainability which also translates
into lower weight and higher fuel-efficiency. Bombardier disFleet modernisation is thus not a very high priority in India.
The concept of fractional ownership could have encouraged played CS100, Q400 and CRJ1000 at Farnborough, but did not
entrepreneurship in business aviation; but, unfortunately, the conclude any deal during the show.
Honda Aircraft Company has received its production cerIndian Government has so far not seen the merit of the model.
One possible reason for this was that the Directorate General of tificate from FAA in July this year and is building the HA-420
Civil Aviation (DGCA) wants to be certain of attribution of respon- HondaJet, an advanced light jet which is touted as the fastest,
sibility in case of an offence related to the use of that aircraft. highest-flying, quietest and most fuel-efficient jet in its class. The
Fractional ownership holds the obvious advantage for a business HondaJet incorporates several technological innovations in avihouse in that it can avail of depreciation benefits in respect of the ation design, including the unique over-the-wing engine mount
fraction of the cost it bears every financial year, provided it owns configuration that dramatically improves performance and fuel
the aircraft asset or part of it. Should fractional ownership be efficiency by reducing aerodynamic drag while reducing cabin
noise. HondaJet received its FAA Type Certification last Decempermitted, it could boost business aircraft purchases.
ber. The first Pilatus jet, PC-24, deserves a mention here as a
short take-off and landing aircraft with a ceiling of 45,000 feet.
Trends in AircrAfT
Meanwhile, new technologies are producing newer aircraft Certification is expected in 2017 with service entry soon after.
Coming to turboprop aircraft, Epic Aircraft E1000 singlemodels with improved speeds, interiors and avionics to maximise the benefits a business aircraft offers. This section is not engine turboprop is expected to be certified later last year. It has
intended to be a full inventory of business aircraft available in a carbon fibre airframe, and a maximum cruise speed of 325
included in general aviation for the purpose of discussion and
regulation. The confusion has further been compounded by the
sudden increase in import duty in 2007 on aircraft imported for
personal and business use from 3 per cent to over 20 per cent.
As NSOPs, being commercial operators, were to continue to pay
lower rate of duty, there was a scramble by business houses
including those with no aviation background, to obtain NSOP to
avoid higher rate of duty. Currently, there are 394 aircraft (fixedand rotary-wing) registered under NSOP and another 251 in the
private or business aviation category. It will be worth keeping in
mind that a large number of aircraft operated by NSOP holders
are actually serving the interests of the principal company.
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If a business house decides to buy an aircraft from a foreign
agency, he has to wade through 10 different agencies and wait
for about 18 months before the aircraft is available to him in
India. Similarly, routine clearances and renewals, for example,
pilot’s flying licence, which can be processed electronically to
check if the prescribed requirements are met, are processed
in multiple hard copies with many a slip before final approval.
There have been reports about some of the processes having
gone online commencing June 2016 and it is hoped that woes
of business aircraft operators will reduce by this much needed
and inordinately delayed reform.
Rationalisation and optimisation of regulations for general
aviation would provide a degree of certainty for fleet modernisation decisions to be premised upon. There are other factors
too that inhibit fleet modernisation decisions and cause dilemmas and uncertainties. The infrastructure is not friendly to
business aviation, fuel costs are extortionately high, taxation
and fee regimes are oppressive, private airports are cruelly
autocratic in their approach towards general aviation, MainfleeT ModernisATion sTrATegies
Essentially, the business model of an aircraft operator dictates tenance, repair and overhaul processes are time-consuming
the choice of aircraft. This logic applies to fleet modernisation and expensive, permissions to fly abroad are neither easy nor
as well. The essential and desirable criteria are dictated by the streamlined and rotary-wing operations are conducted under
simple question of what is the modernisation being undertaken especially disquieting operating conditions.
Another issue that never ceases to
for. The preliminary aspects to consider
amaze foreign agencies is that any genare whether the operations are only
eral aviation operator wanting to import a
domestic or include international trips,
new type of aircraft has to bear the finanthe average length of a typical trip, the
in india, the fleet
cial burden of training a team of DGCA
number of passengers usually carried and
modeRnisation decision
officials, a hefty investment that the operthe user’s perceived premium on time.
ator has no return or use from and should
A good guide for making a coarse selecis not based entiRely
rightly be the responsibility of the regulation of candidates is business and comon opeRational
tor as it owns the task of oversight of all
mercial aviation (published by Aviation
and maintenance
operations. At the stage where a business
Week) which, once a year, usually in the
aircraft operator wanting to modernise
May issue, gives out a Purchase Planning
consideRations, but
his fleet reaches the decision that a new
Handbook for Business Airplanes. For
RatheR smotheRed
aircraft into the market is what meets his
details one could also access the Conkrequirement optimally, he would have to
lin and de Deckers site. Once these are
by RegulatoRy and
take into consideration this additional
sorted out and some aircraft shortlisted,
financial ones
expenditure. To summarise, there are
the engineering and maintenance related
many things needing change in the enviissues need to be considered. These relate
ronment for business aviation in India
to decision between buying a pre-owned
which constrain business fleet moderniaircraft or new, calendar time/flying time
to next major servicing, any past accidents sullying the mainte- sation. Business aviation had hoped that the new civil aviation
policy would remedy some of these impediments for more prosnance record of the aircraft being considered and so on.
A dynamic business aircraft operator is constantly looking perous business aviation. Unfortunately, that has not happened
at fleet modernisation by evaluating newer aircraft and newer as no relief is evident from the policy for that class of aviation.
avionics for its existing fleet against its evolving business model.
In India, the fleet modernisation decision is not based entirely conclusion
on operational and maintenance considerations, but rather Although airlines the world over are endeavouring to reduce
smothered by regulatory and financial ones.
the gap between business aircraft travel and business class
airline travel, some of the inherent advantages of owning and
operating a business aircraft would endure beyond the affordAviATion environMenT
General aviation, including business aviation, continues to be ability factor. On the other hand, some of the traditional advanthe worst afflicted out of all segments of Indian civil aviation. tages of owning a business aircraft elsewhere in the world are
Most regulatory framework is essentially tailored for airlines repressed in India due to the existing regulatory mechanisms.
and then by and large, unsatisfactorily adapted for applicabil- BAOA has been spearheading a campaign for setting up of a
ity to general aviation. Another regulatory issue is that the sys- Joint Working Group comprising the Airports Authority of India,
tems in place in the DGCA and Bureau of Civil Aviation Security DGCA and BCAS officials along with industry experts from
(BCAS), the two organisations that every aircraft operator must BAOA to go into the problems of general aviation including busideal with regularly, are old-fashioned and bureaucratic. Files ness aviation. It is for the government to recognise the value
move laboriously from desk to desk in this age where informa- of business aviation, acquiesce to its reasonable demands and
tion and communication technologies have coalesced to pro- facilitate the enactment of a regime that encourages the modest
vide instant solutions to information interchange. Prime Min- fleets of Indian business aircraft operators to be modernised to
ister Modi’s e-governance has so far missed out civil aviation. the best of international standards. SP
kts TAS and a 1,650 nm maximum range at long-range cruise.
Piper’s M600 single-engine turboprop, a derivative of the M500
(earlier Meridian) fitted with a new and larger wing that carries
more fuel, an up-rated engine and G3000 avionics, is also a new
entrant in the market. The Pilatus PC-12NG is also now available in its third iteration with an improved propeller, reduced
drag, five kts higher cruise speed and 10 per cent quicker climb
to cruising altitude, among other improved features. At the Oshkosh Show, Textron Aviation unveiled the Cessna Denali singleengine turboprop which is expected to make its first flight in
2018 and is being projected as the future leader in its class.
In the piston engine category, Mooney is introducing the
normally aspirated Ovation Ultra and turbo-charged Acclaim
Ultra. These new models have modified moly steel tube fuselage structures, composite fuselage skins and left and right side
doors, both of which are wider than the single right door of
older models for easier access.
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falcon 8X cabin: With over 30 possible layouts, this is the industry’s most flexible cabin and the one most likely to offer an interior
solution that meets your exacting requirements. (inset: in flight)

Soaring
High
photographs: dassault aviation

Till date, over 2,250 Falcons have been delivered to 82 countries around the world
and the Falcon fleet has surpassed 16.2 million hours of flight time – testimony
to the reputation for quality and performance that the Falcon family has acquired
within the aviation community
BY R. ChandRakanth
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Five decades ago, dassault conceived and launched the 200s were built by the time production ended in 1988.
Presently, Dassault has six aircraft models, beginning with
Mystère-Falcon 20, its first true purpose-built business jet. Twenty
different models have followed in the years since, each with the Falcon 2000S; Falcon 2000LXS; Falcon 900LX; Falcon 5X;
same sleek lines, smooth handling and peerless reliability and Falcon 7X and its new flagship the ultra long range Falcon 8X.
efficiency inherent in that first Falcon. From then to now, the Falcons have soared higher and higher, offering customers around Falcon 8X, ultra long range jet
the world business jets par excellence. Till date, over 2,250 Fal- Its ultra long range connects Hong Kong and Paris, London and
cons have been delivered to 82 countries around the world and Cape Town, Los Angeles and Beijing. Its cabin — the longest
the Falcon fleet has surpassed 16.2 million hours of flight time in the Falcon family — provides more comfort and a stunning
– testimony to the reputation for quality and performance that the choice of more than 30 distinct layouts. And thanks to overFalcon family has acquired within the aviation community.
all design enhancements, the 8X is every bit as fuel efficient
But numbers alone fail to convey the breadth and depth of as the Falcon 7X. The Falcon 8X continues Falcon traditions
that reputation. For more than anything, business aviation oper- of efficiency, performance, flexibility and comfort, while saving
ators are attracted to Falcon by the passion for excellence that millions in total life-cycle costs versus any rival. With 6,450 nm
the Falcon brand represents. A passion shared by the engineers, (11,945 km) range and outstanding short-field performance,
factory technicians, skilled craftsmen and other specialists who the 8X links important city pairs non-stop and accesses 500
design, build and service Falcon aircraft. A passion handed down more airports in the United States alone than its competitors.
by company founder Marcel Dassault and carried on to this day.
The Falcon 8X can land at 85 per cent of its maximum takeProudly stating this is John Rosanvallon, the President & off weight. The aircraft can fuel up at home base and make a
CEO of Dassault Falcon Jet, “Our company has always been a short hop before flying a longer leg of 4,650 nm (8,612 km) withleader in this industry and we will continue to set the pace in out refuelling. Thanks to its three engines, which shorten transthe years ahead. Moreover, the best is yet to come.”
oceanic routes, the Falcon 8X flies faster. They also contribute to
Dassault Falcon website traces the genesis of the Falcon family the 8X’s slow and stable approach speed — a mere 107 knots
and how they have come to dominate the skies. The first Falcon (198 kmph). And its three-engine performance margins allow
business jet, the Mystère 20, was born on the pages of a notebook take-offs from shorter runways.
belonging to Paul Déplante, Engineering Director of Dassault’s
Falcon 8X direct operating costs are as much as 35 per cent
plant in Bordeaux-Mérignac. In November 1961, Déplante drew lower than those of competing jets. And thanks to its optimised
a simple ink sketch, a cutaway of an aircraft cabin, with two rear- airliner-type MSG-3 maintenance programme, time between
mounted engines. Two years later, in
8X major inspections is 800 hours
April 1963, s/n 001, the Mystère 20
or 12 months, giving greater use of
prototype, rolled off the production
the operator’s airborne asset.
line. It was the first Falcon introduced
to America. When Charles Lindbergh
Falcon 7X, revolutionary
and a delegation from Pan Am saw
aircraFt
s/n 001, Lindbergh called the airFrom its inception, the Falcon 7X
line’s chairman, Juan Trippe, and
was destined to be a revolutionsaid, “I’ve found our bird.” The same
ary aircraft, introducing business
aircraft, piloted by famous French
aviation to the industry’s first Digiaviator Jacqueline Auriol, broke sevtal Flight Control System. Like so
eral world speed records in 1965.
many other aspects of the aircraft,
Marcel Dassault gave the goits DFCS drew on Dassault’s 30
ahead for production of an eightyears of military experience, espeor ten-seat executive jet or military
cially its Rafale and Mirage 2000
liaison aircraft the Dassault-Breguet
programmes. The 7X is the first
Mystère 20. The Mystère 20 was a
business jet to use fighter jet techlow-wing monoplane with two rearnology with an elegant, whispermounted Pratt & Whitney JT12A-8
quiet executive cabin.
engines. The prototype, registered
Today, over 200 Falcon 7X
F-WLKB, first flew on May 4, 1963,
aircraft are in service in 32 counat Bordeaux-Merignac. Under the
tries. The fleet has performed some
influence of Pan American the air2,50,000 flight hours and presents
craft was re-engined with two Genexcellent dispatch reliability. And a
eral Electric CF700 engines and
growing number of operators worldsome dimensions were increased.
wide are discovering they need not
Pan American signed a contract
compromise small-jet agility and
“our company has alWays been a
to distribute the Mystère 20 in the
efficiency for long-range comfort and
leader in this industry and We Will
western hemisphere and ordered 40
capability. Now a mature and proven
continue to set the pace in the
aircraft with options on 120. The reaircraft platform, the Falcon 7X is
years ahead. moreover, the best is
engined aircraft first flew on July 10,
still the most advanced — still the
yet to come.”
1964. The first production aircraft
business jet benchmark for the 21st
flew on January 1, 1965, and both
century. And with fuel consumption
—John Rosanvallon,
French and American certification
15-30 per cent lower than other jets
the PResident &
was awarded in June 1965. A total
in its class, it dramatically lowers
ceo of dassault falcon Jet
of 473 Falcon 20s and 35 Falcon
operating costs.
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The Falcon Range
falcon 2000s
a perfect balance of performance and
economy, the 2000s satisfies all the
requirements of a modern business jet
at a significantly lower cost. With its
certified altitude of 47,000 ft (14,326 m),
the falcon 2000s takes you above most
traffic and bad weather. and it can fly
3,350 nm (6,200 km) nonstop.
falcon 2000lXs
the falcon 2000lxs is a widebody aircraft
offering 4,000 nm (7,410 km) range,
unrivaled efficiency, and the ability to
access short and challenging runways
other jets run away from. more than 550
falcon 2000 series aircraft are in service
today.
falcon 900lX
the latest in the immensely popular falcon
900 series, this large-cabin trijet stands
alone in its class for performance, comfort
and efficiency and delivers a range of
4,750 nm (8,800 km), and consumes less
fuel. since its inception, more than 500
falcon 900 aircraft have been delivered.
falcon 5X
this impressive jet has a six-foot, sixinch cabin height, the tallest in business
aviation; a wider cabin than previous
falcons; a top speed of .90 mach; a range
of 5,200 nautical miles and the short-field
capability of much smaller jets. the falcon
5x has business aviation’s most advanced
fly-by-wire system.
falcon 7X
from its inception, the falcon 7x was
destined to be a revolutionary aircraft,
introducing business aviation to the
industry’s first digital flight control
system. the 7x would become the
first business jet to use fighter jet
technology.
falcon 8X
this ultra-long range jet continues falcon
traditions of efficiency, performance,
flexibility and comfort. falcon 8x has
a 6,450 nm (11,945 km) range and
outstanding short-field performance. the
superlative airfield performance of this
jet adds even more reach beyond other
aircraft in its class.
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When it comes to landing, slower is safer. At typical landing
weight, the approach speed of the 7X is only 104 knots (193
kmph). It can land and stop in just 2,070 feet (630 metres). As
a result, it can access hundreds of airports other jets cannot,
including those with hot and high conditions, steep approaches
and stringent noise restrictions. The 7X is the only aircraft in
its class able to reach New York, from London City Airport. The
Falcon 7X is designed to fly 5,950 nm (11,019 km), linking city
pairs such as Paris-Tokyo, Shanghai-Seattle, New York-Jeddah,
and Johannesburg-London, with a payload of eight passengers
and three crew. With a 0.90 Mach maximum operating speed
(MMO), the Falcon 7X can also cover shorter distances quite fast.
Falcon 5X, most advanced Fly-by-wire system
It is the biggest, most advanced Falcon yet. It has an impressive
six-foot, six-inch cabin height, the tallest in business aviation; a
wider cabin than previous Falcons; a top speed of 0.90 Mach;
a range of 5,200 nautical miles and the short-field capability
of much smaller jets. Yet all this performance and capability is
achieved with the lowest fuel consumption in its category. The
5X is as much as 50 per cent more efficient on short missions.
The Falcon 5X has business aviation’s most advanced fly-bywire system. The ultra-efficient Silvercrest engines extract maximum power from every precious pound of fuel. The cabin cradles
on 11-hour flights, making the flight very comfortable. With a
balanced field length of 5,035 feet (1,535 metres) with 8 passengers, and the ability to use much shorter airfields, the Falcon 5X
can access significantly more airports than its competitors.
Falcon 900lX, over 500 delivered
The latest in the immensely popular Falcon 900 series, this largecabin trijet stands alone in its class for performance, comfort and
efficiency. Over 500 Falcon 900 aircraft have been delivered till
now, each generation refining and building on the strengths of the
previous, establishing an industry benchmark for longevity, durability, reliability and long-term value retention. With high-Mach
blended winglets extending its range to 4,750 nm (8,800 km),
the 900LX crosses any ocean or continent, and sometimes one
of each, traveling routes like London-Seattle with non-stop ease.
Falcon 2000lXs, ultra cost-eFFective
More than 550 Falcon 2000 series aircraft are in service today.
Robust, ultra cost-effective and super capable, this is one of the
most popular and successful Falcons ever. Each iteration has
built on the platform’s many significant strengths, and today
you will find them optimised in the Falcon 2000LXS. The Falcon 2000LXS is a widebody aircraft offering 4,000 nm (7,410
km) range, unrivaled efficiency, and the ability to access short
and challenging runways other jets run away from. Designed to
please even the most demanding of world travelers, it also offers
exceptional mission flexibility, allowing one to hop between cities, cross continents, span oceans.
Falcon 2000s, one oF the world's Favorite Falcons
Dassault launched in May 2011 the Falcon 2000S is known
for its high efficiency, productivity and performance and low
direct operating costs. With its certified altitude of 47,000 feet
and its power to climb directly to 41,000 ft, the Falcon 2000S
goes above most traffic and bad weather. It can fly 3,350 nm
(6,200km) non-stop. Due to its excellent short-field capabilities,
the jet can take-off and land at smaller, more convenient airports. The Falcon 2000S can land at 95 per cent of its maximum
takeoff weight. The jet can comfortably navigate a 6 degree
steep approach, twice as steep as the competition. SP
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ACQUISITION
DILEMMAS FOR
THE IAF
The IAF will need to induct combat aircraft in large numbers and aerial tankers as these
serve as force multipliers and enhance the operational capability of the combat fleet
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BY Air MArshAl B.K. PAndeY (retd)
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In the wake of the changing geopolitical and geostrategic
environment, the situation in the region has been deteriorating
rapidly. Tension between India and Pakistan is at an all-time
high and there does not seem to be any indication of the possibility of de-escalation. The conflict between the two nations
is constantly fuelled by the problem in Jammu and Kashmir to
which there is no solution visible on the horizon. Pakistan is fully
aware of the state of the Indian armed forces and is exploiting
this weakness to the hilt for the achievement of political objec-
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tives. Its mentor China is also getting increasingly belligerent
with its aggressive posturing in the South China Sea and is hurting India’s interests in the region. The People’s Liberation Army
Air Force (PLAAF) is rapidly enhancing its capability to undertake offensive air operations from its recently commissioned
bases in Tibet. The PLAAF has been regularly conducting air
exercises along the Indo-Tibetan border. China and Pakistan
are collaborating in a major economic venture dubbed as China
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) which passes through Paki-
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DiSCrEEt oFFEr: lockheeD martin has offereD the transfer of comPlete ProDuction facilitY of f-16 to inDia

the combat fleet was for the Sukhoi Su-30 MKI from Russia.
Dubbed as the Air Dominance Fighter, the contract for the supply of 272 was concluded in 2000 to be manufactured under
license by the Indian aerospace major the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) at its factory that was to be set up at Nashik.
Delivery against this order is scheduled to be completed by
2019. In the meantime, the order has been increased to 312
which is equivalent of 15 squadrons.
Efforts by the IAF to induct 126 Rafale jets, a fourth-generation combat aircraft from Dassault of France, ran aground.
After eight years of waiting, the tender was cancelled and
replaced by a direct deal with the government of France in
which the IAF will receive just 36 aircraft which will not be
enough to arrest the alarming erosion in operational capability.
To add to the woes of the IAF, the indigenous light combat aircraft, Tejas, which has been under development for more than
three decades, continues to remain a distant dream.
As of today, the strength of the combat fleet is down to 32
squadrons or 640 aircraft against the required level of 840 aircraft. The IAF is thus deficient of 200 combat aircraft. The situation is likely to get worse as 11 squadrons (220 aircraft) of
the different versions of the MiG-21 and the MiG-27 aircraft
currently in service, are scheduled to be phased out by 2024.
The number of combat squadrons will reduce further to 21
which equivalent of 420 aircraft. By 2025,
the combat fleet of the IAF could well be
deficient by 420 aircraft if there are no
fresh inductions by then. However, the
If the stalemate
deficiencies would be made up partially
contInues, the Iaf wIll
by the supply of the remaining Su-30 MKI
aircraft on order, 36 Rafale jets and hopebe left wIth no optIon
fully a few squadrons of the Tejas. But
but to place orders on
even with these inductions, the IAF will be
well short of the strength of 42 squadrons
hal for addItIonal su-30
authorised for the combat fleet. Under
mKI aIrcraft, though
these circumstances, the IAF will not be
somewhat reluctantly
in a position to face the challenges it may
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stan Occupied Kashmir (PoK), a region under dispute between
India and Pakistan. As India has claim over POK, this project
has the potential for a conflict between India and Pakistan.
China has made inroads into practically all the nations
in India’s neighbourhood. Her geopolitical influence in the
countries in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) has been growing
through the development of their ports and airfields. She has
also been fostering stronger diplomatic and economic relationship with India’s neighbours. But what ought to be of relevance
and concern for India and particularly for the Indian Air Force
(IAF), is the fact that China has been supporting the establishment and growth of the Pakistani military aerospace industry.
Apart from piston-engine and jet-powered basic trainer aircraft, the Pakistan Aeronautical Complex (PAC) is engaged in
the licensed production of the JF-17 Thunder, a third generation light-weight multi-role combat aircraft for the Pakistan Air
Force (PAF). The PAF is well on the way to build up a sizeable
fleet of the JF-17 through domestic production. It would be logical to expect that the Chinese aerospace industry will support
the PAC to manufacture under licence, the fourth and ultimately
even fifth generation combat aircraft. The IAF will undoubtedly
be required to cope with this emerging challenge.
Combat Fleet oF the IaF
The primary component of the IAF for
the projection of offensive air power is
its fleet of combat aircraft. The IAF is
authorised 42 squadrons in its combat fleet. With each squadron equipped
with around 20 aircraft, ideally, the IAF
should have around 840 aircraft on its
inventory. Over the years, as the different versions of the MiG-21whose induction had begun in the mid sixties, were
being retired from service, the strength
of the combat fleet has dwindled. The
last major contract for induction into
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be confronted with. While the IAF will need to induct combat
aircraft in large numbers, it will also need to expand its fleet of
aerial tankers as these serve as force multipliers and effectively
enhance the operational capability of the combat fleet.
SIngle-engIne Combat aIrCraFt
To tackle the looming crisis for the IAF, in October last year,
the Ministry of Defence, through Indian embassies, approached
some global aerospace companies seeking their response to
the proposal to manufacture a single-engine combat aircraft in
large numbers for the IAF. Two original equipment manufacturers (OEM) responded to the proposal. Lockheed Martin of the
US offered to shift the only production line of the F-16 located
in Fort Worth, Texas, to India and manufacture the Block 70, the
latest version of fourth-generation plus class. The US Air Force
will not order any more of this platform. Saab of Sweden offered
to set up a facility in India to manufacture the JAS-39 E Gripen
which compared to the F-16 is a more modern platform. Both
these are capable aircraft and will meet with the requirement of
the IAF. However, an advantage the F-16 offers over the Gripen
if manufactured under the ‘Make in India’ scheme, is that apart
from the numbers required by the IAF, there is a ready market
available as around 25 countries across the globe are operating this platform. There may also be some new customers. The
other indirect benefit for the nation that might accrue from
the F-16 deal would be the strengthening of ties with the US
under the new Government through high value defence deals.
One advantage the Gripen option has that Saab is prepared to
collaborate in the development of the Tejas Mk II as also the
indigenous Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft that is still on
the drawing board.
The situation at present is that the offer by Lockheed Martin to relocate production line in India is under scrutiny by
the Trump administration as the new government in the US
is chary about loss of employment for its citizens as a result
of this move. The OEM itself does not share the concern of the
US government on this issue. India will just have to wait for
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the final decision by the Trump administration. If it is in the
negative, the Gripen option is always available. Delay in the
matter is extremely agonising for the IAF especially as its status has been reduced to that of a helpless bystander. If the
stalemate continues, the IAF will be left with no option but to
place orders on HAL for additional Su-30 MKI, though somewhat reluctantly.
endleSS Struggle For aerIal tankerS
Beginning in 2003, the IAF inducted a fleet of six Russian Il-78
aerial tankers that served as force multipliers that are essential for enhancing the combat potential especially of the fighter
fleet. Apart from the inadequate fleet size, the IAF experienced
problems of poor serviceability and low flight-line availability
of the Russian platform. A global tender for six aerial tankers
was floated by the MoD in 2006 in which the IAF selected the
twin-engine Airbus A330 MRTT against the II-78. However, the
MoD did not endorse the selection citing higher unit cost. Apparently, the IAF had not recorded the advantages the A330 MRTT
offered over its competitor in respect of operating and life-cycle
cost. This aspect was duly addressed by the IAF when the global
tender was refloated in September 2010. In January 2013,
once again the A330 MRTT emerged as the preferred platform.
Unfortunately for the IAF the second tender was also cancelled
in June 2016 for the same reason. It is understood that the MoD
is now looking at the second option of acquiring the cheaper
Boeing the KC-46 Pegasus instead through the Foreign Military
Sales programme of the US government. As compared to the
A330 MRTT, the KC-46 is smaller in size and has lower payload
capacity. However the possibility of MoD refloating the global
tender for aerial tankers cannot be ruled out. If this happens,
it is expected that multiple companies, including Airbus and
Boeing, will participate. Therefore, the time frame for induction
cannot be predicted with any degree of certainty. Even after 11
years of effort, the IAF has not been successful in strengthening this segment of force multipliers. The government needs to
address this problem without any further delay. SP
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ecosystem likely to be created: HS-748 Avro fleet will finAlly be replAced by tHe AirbuS c295
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REVITALISING
THE TRANSPORT
FLEET
Long before a fleet reaches the end of its total technical life (TTL), which is normally
around 25 years, a decision must be taken on how to revamp it
BY Joseph NoroNha
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By now the unhappy state of the combat fleet of the Indian was lost in an accident in March 2014 and one was damaged in
Air Force (IAF) is well known. The number of fighter squadrons February this year, Lockheed Martin will deliver another batch
is plunging and new inductions are bound to take time, despite of six aircraft in 2017 under a $1.01-billion deal signed in 2013.
concerted efforts by the IAF and the government. What about They will equip the new 87 Squadron and be permanently
the transport fleet? A cursory glance at the IAF’s transport fleet located at Panagarh in West Bengal, renamed Air Force Stais more reassuring. Several new top-of-the-line platforms like tion Arjan Singh. Two C-130J aircraft from the Hindon-based
the Lockheed Martin C-130J Super Hercules and the Boeing 77 Squadron Veiled Vipers already operate from Panagarh. The
C-17 Globemaster III have been inducted in the last few years government has also cleared the replacement of the C-130J lost
and more are on the way. True, the mainstay Ilyushin Il-76MD in the accident. Thus the IAF will have 12 of these evergreen
is overdue for refurbishment; but this too is being attended to. aircraft on strength within the next few months.
In 2011, a major $4.1-billion deal for the purchase of 10
However, these aircraft are used exclusively for strategic roles
and may be termed the “creamy layer”. Besides, the C-130J and Boeing C-17 strategic airlift aircraft was signed with the US
C-17 aircraft together currently number just 15 out of a total Government. These 74.8-tonne payload capacity jets are based
at Hindon and are operated by 81 Squadron Skylords. The IAF
transport fleet of around 250 aircraft.
The condition of the bulk of the fleet comprising Antonov An-32 would have preferred to buy another six but timely governand the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)-built HS 748M Avro ment action was not forthcoming and C-17 production ceased
turboprops, that shoulder the ubiquitous tactical tasks, is not in November 2015. The last available C-17 is being acquired to
heartening. Fleet serviceability is low, snags abound and minor take the strength to 11.
Before the C-17, the IAF’s strategic-lift capability depended
incidents that could presage more serious accidents are fairly frequent. This was tragically illustrated by the disappearance of an entirely on the 43-tonne payload capacity Il-76MD’s. However,
IAF An-32 over the Bay of Bengal in July 2016, with 29 persons its serviceability had plummeted due to lack of spares and
aboard. Since the aircraft was not fitted with underwater locator maintenance was becoming a nightmare. Finally, in October
equipment, all attempts to locate the wreckage have proved futile. 2015, upgrade of the Il-76 fleet and six Il-78 tanker aircraft was
However, efforts to refurbish these tactical aircraft or to provide sanctioned at a cost of Rs 4,250 crore. The upgrade is likely to
include new engines and advanced avionreplacements are in hand.
ics to extend the service life by 20 years,
Fleet renewal should ideally be a reguthat is till at least 2035.
lar process without peaks and troughs.
The IAF was also keen to purchase
The roots of the transport fleet’s current
The
way
in
which
six Airbus A330 multi-role tanker transwoes go back to the early 1980s when
The iaF’s sTraTegic
port (MRTT) aircraft; but the tender was
practically the entire ageing fleet had to be
cancelled in August 2016, for the second
replaced. Today it seems incredible that
TransporT FleeT was
time. The MRTT is a flight refuelling airas many as 110 An-32 turboprops were
broughT To iTs currenT
craft (FRA) but its sterling qualities as a
purchased between 1984 and 1991 and
happy sTaTe wiThin a
transporter would make it a valuable
17 Il-76 jets from 1985 onwards. About 40
addition to the strategic airlift capability
HAL-built Dornier Do 228, used for trainshorT period is ediFying
of the IAF. Apart from 111 tonnes of fuel
ing and light communication duties, were
in its wings, it has an impressive 45-tonne
also inducted from 1987 onwards. Besides
payload capacity or 300 fully-equipped
the latest acquisitions – the C-17 (2013
troops. The MRTT tender was apparently
onwards) and the C-130J (2011 onwards)
– only the HAL Avro was inducted much earlier (1964 onwards). scrapped because the government plans to make a direct straSince so many aircraft were purchased during the 1980s they tegic purchase.
became due for upgrade or replacement at about the same time.
tactical trouble
Strategic revamp
With the An-32 fleet experiencing low serviceability for many
Long before a fleet reaches the end of its total technical life years, the IAF roped in some private manufacturers for indi(TTL), which is normally around 25 years, a decision must be genisation of mechanical and electronic items. Simultaneously a
taken on how to revamp it. It could either be a mid-life upgrade major revamp of the fleet was initiated. The IAF being the first
to extend the TTL by about 15 years or procurement of an customer of the An-32, the revamp of the fleet too should have
entirely new aircraft. Thereafter, a contract should be signed been a smooth affair. In 2009, a $400-million contract was signed
and upgrade or induction commenced well before the state of with Ukraine’s Ukrspetsexport Corporation to upgrade 105 Anthe fleet turns critical. In this way, there are fewer chances of 32s to An-32RE standard. The upgrade includes advanced avi“bunching” where a sizeable portion of the total transport fleet onics, cockpit modification and reduction in noise and vibration
has aged and the cost of replacing or even refurbishing so many levels. The payload capacity has also been enhanced from 6.7
aircraft becomes prohibitive. The perils of delayed decision tonnes to 7.5 tonnes. The first 40 aircraft were to be upgraded in
making are starkly highlighted when an old aircraft crashes, Ukraine and the project began smoothly. However, in the wake
of the conflict with Ukraine, Russia halted supplies of upgraded
often with attendant large loss of life.
However, the way in which the IAF’s strategic transport fleet avionics and other spares to Ukraine. Finally, upgrade of the
was brought to its current happy state within a short period first lot of 40 aircraft was completed. However, upgrade of the
is edifying. It was in 2008 that a $962 million contract was remaining 65 aircraft that was to be undertaken by the IAF’s No.
signed with the US Government to purchase six C-130J turbo- 1 Base Repair Depot (BRD) in Kanpur with Ukrainian assistance
prop aircraft. These planes of 19-tonne payload capacity are the and completed by March 2017, is reportedly still dragging on.
C-130J-30 version, customised for special operations. Hence it This upgrade should keep the An-32RE flying till at least 2035.
One type that is long obsolete is the HAL HS-748 Avro. In May
would be unwise to use them for routine transport tasks and
the IAF is not inclined to do so. Although one of the original six 2015 the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) gave much-delayed
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approval to the Airbus Defence & Space C295 as its replacement.
The IAF is to get 56 of the new improved C295W version with
winglets and more powerful engines and the first 16 aircraft
will be procured in fly-away condition. The remaining 40 are
to be jointly produced in Hyderabad within eight years by Airbus Defence & Space in collaboration with Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL). This is a big moment for India’s private
aerospace industry because for the first time, HAL will not be
involved in the production of a military aircraft in the country.
By August 2016, the C295W had successfully completed
the necessary evaluation trials and contract negotiations are
set to begin. However, it could be some time before the deal is
approved by the Finance Ministry and the Cabinet Committee
on Security (CCS) and the contract finally signed.
mta muddle
Despite efforts dating back to 2007, the proposed Il-214 multi-role
transport aircraft (MTA) has stalled. It was to be jointly developed
by the United Aircraft Corporation (UAC) of Russia and HAL. The
Il-214, planned as future replacement to the An-32RE, has a payload capacity of 15-20 tonnes and a range of 2,500 km to 2,700
km. However, serious differences cropped up over the power
plant. UAC wanted the aircraft to be powered by two Russianmade Aviadvigatel PD-14M turbofan engines, but the IAF pitched
for a better engine with full authority digital engine control
(FADEC). The IAF was also deeply disillusioned by the problems it
is facing with the PD-14M engine’s predecessor, the Aviadvigatel
PS-90-76 turbofan fitted on the Il-76MD. Overall the proposal did
not meet some crucial Air Staff Qualitative requirements and, consequently, only the last rites remain to be performed.
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Ukraine is reportedly trying to profit from the impasse by
offering the An-132 that it is developing with some other countries. The An-132 has a payload capacity of 9.2 tonnes. It is powered by Pratt & Whitney’s PW150A turboprop engines which
come with FADEC and consume 25 per cent to 40 per cent less
fuel than An-32 engines. However, the IAF’s recent experience
with Ukraine has been far from satisfactory due to the non-availability of critically needed components for the An-32 upgrade.
Meanwhile HAL is making yet another attempt to develop
an indigenous regional transport aircraft (RTA) and has issued a
request for information (RFI) regarding the manufacture of a 50- to
80-seat twin-engine turbofan or turboprop dual-role regional aircraft. Apart from civilian roles it must be capable of being modified
for military roles including transport, maritime surveillance and
electronic intelligence gathering. Private sector Reliance Defence
Limited also hopes to enter the military transport aircraft sector in
collaboration with a foreign manufacturer like Ukraine’s Antonov
and jointly bid for HAL’s MTA programme if it should be restarted.
If these efforts succeed, the production plant will be located at
India’s first integrated Aerospace Park at Mihan, Nagpur.
tailpiece
“Is the glass half empty or half full?” one might ask about the state
of the IAF transport fleet. While the strategic end is undoubtedly
comfortable, the uncertain progress of efforts to revamp the tactical segment gives rise to some disquiet. The An-32 upgrade is still
not completed and it is likely that the wait for the C295W and a
possible new MTA will continue as they are pushed back in the
replacement queue by a cash-strapped government that would
naturally accord priority to critically needed combat jets. SP
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C919
Vs
BOEING & AIRBUS
The road ahead for the Chinese aerospace industry is long and arduous and competition
with the Western rivals will undoubtedly be a formidable challenge
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BY Air MArshAl B.K. PAndeY (retd)
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Friday, May 5 this year was a “red letter day” for the stateowned Chinese aerospace industry as it was on this day that the
Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China Limited, COMAC for
short, earned the unique distinction of launching on its successful maiden flight, the first large passenger jet, the COMAC C919,
designed, developed and manufactured within the country. This
new airliner got airborne on its first flight from Pudong International Airport in Shanghai.

www.sps-aviation.com

A Word About the Predecessor
While the maiden flight by the C919 will certainly be a landmark
event in the history of the Chinese aerospace industry, this was
not the first passenger airliner that China produced. The credit
for the first airliner must go to the state-owned Aviation Industry
Corporation (AVIC) of China who, in collaboration with Antonov
of Ukraine, was responsible for the design, development and production of the Advanced Regional Jet designated as the ARJ-21
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entered service with the German carrier Lufwhich is smaller than the C919. The ARJthansa on January 25, 2016. As of last month,
21 is a short- to medium-range, turbofan,
i.e. April 2017, Airbus had firm orders for
regional airliner capable of seating up to 90
In 2012, an assessment
as many as 5,054 aircraft. There are three
passengers and has a maximum range of
by aIrbus IndIcated
variants namely the A319neo, A320neo and
3,700 km. Development of this aircraft had
that the c919 could be
A321neo with varying seating capacity. The
begun in March 2002 and it took to the sky
unit cost ranges from $99.5 million for the
for the first time on November 28, 2008. The
In a posItIon to offer
A319 to $108.4 million for the A320neo and
fact that it took just six- and-a-half years
competItIon to aIrbus
$127 million for the A321. By March 2017,
from the drawing board to maiden flight,
Airbus had delivered 137 A320neo airliners
was a remarkable feat indeed! This is par320 by 2020
and the company aims to achieve a figure of
ticularly so when viewed against the track
200 by the end of the year. The company is
record of the Indian aerospace industry. In
also in the process of enhancing passenger
2009, AVIC became a part of COMAC.
The ARJ-21 was certified by the Civil Aviation Administration seating capacity of the A320neo from 168 to 180.
of China (CAAC) on December 30, 2014, and the aircraft entered
revenue service with Chengdu Airlines on June 28, 2016. As per boeing 737 MAX
reports, it appears that this platform has a decent market poten- The other possible competitor for the C919 as perceived by
tial as so far, a total of 413 orders have been received from 19 COMAC, is the Boeing 737 MAX which is a fourth generation
customers, mostly from within China though. Although China platform from the Boeing 737 family. Powered by the Leap 1B
claims that the ARJ-21 is a completely indigenous design, one engine from CFM International and innovations in the airframe,
does not fail to notice the striking resemblance with the MD-80 this twin-engine narrow-body airliner offers significantly better
and MD-90, both from McDonnell Douglas that were manufac- performance over the Boeing 737 Next Generation version. The
tured under licence in China. When the programme of production maiden flight of the Boeing 737 MAX 8 was completed on Januunder licence of the two McDonnell Douglas airliners ended, the ary 29, 2016, nearly 49 years after the inaugural flight of the
Chinese aerospace industry switched over to the ARJ-21 project. first 737 on April 9, 1967. The Boeing 737 MAX 8 has received
FAA certification on March 9, 2017 and deliveries are expected
to commence in May 2017. There are three main variants of the
the coMAc c919
The project to develop the COMAC C919 which is a narrow-body, new family, the 737 MAX 7, 737 MAX 8 and 737 MAX 9 which
twin-jet airliner, was launched in 2008, around the time when the are based on the 737-700, -800 and -900ER, respectively the
ARJ-21 carried out its first flight. Halfway through the project, best-selling versions of the 737 Next Generation family. Unit
in June 2011, Ryanair, a low cost carrier from Ireland, entered cost varies from $91 million to $116 million.
into an agreement with COMAC on the development of the C919.
The first prototype was rolled out from the factory on NovemA ForMidAble chAllenge
ber 2, 2015, but could get airborne only one and half years later. While the ARJ-21 is well suited for regional aviation, the C919
Its entry into service is planned for 2020, a time frame which on the other hand, is a much larger platform that can seat up to
appears to be somewhat over optimistic and in all likelihood will 168 passengers and is meant to compete in the global market
be difficult to meet with. The C919 can seat 168 passengers and for single-aisle jets which is currently dominated by the various
has a maximum range of 5,555 km. The aircraft is powered by models of the A320 from Airbus and of the 737 from Boeing.
the Leap 1C engine from CFM International. However, AVIC Com- The two OEMs will only strengthen their position in the market
mercial Aircraft Engine Company of China was also assigned the with the introduction of the newer models, the A320neo and
responsibility of developing an indigenous power plant for the the 737 MAX series. In fact, in 2012, an assessment by Airbus
C919. The engine developed indigenously designated as the ACAE indicated that the C919 could be in a position to offer competiCJ-1000A, was unveiled at the Zhuhai Airshow in 2012.
tion to Airbus 320 by 2020.
The C919 has been developed by the Chinese aerospace indusIt is well known that China has the aspirations of emerging
try as a competitor to the Airbus A320neo and the Boeing 737MAX as a superpower and to challenge the supremacy of the United
8. As of the end of last year, nearly 600 aircraft have been ordered States. Over the years, the Chinese aerospace industry has come
from 23 customers that include primarily the aircraft leasing com- a long way. However, its growth has largely been founded on
panies as well as the airlines, both from within China. The Chinese reverse engineering. This is clearly evident in their successes
carriers that have ordered the C919 are already operating either in the domain of the military aerospace industry wherein it is
the Airbus A320 or the Boeing 737. In the C919, the Chinese carri- now developing weapons platforms of the fifth-generation techers will definitely be looking for lower acquisition as well as oper- nology. Their foray in the civil aviation industry is part of the
ating costs and performance on a par or better than the Western national growth strategy and is only to be expected. Also, the
airliners of similar size. COMAC appears determined to penetrate Chinese aerospace industry is better integrated with the West
and capture at least 33 per cent of the domestic market and 20 per as is evident in the technologies employed in the C919. Howcent of the global market by the year 2035. The marketing effort by ever, on the question of the C919 emerging as a competitor to
COMAC will also be driven by the overall objective of the Chinese Boeing and Airbus, it is yet too early. The two Western OEMs
Government to reduce dependence on foreign original equipment are well established and have a considerable lead in technolmanufacturers (OEM) namely Boeing and Airbus.
ogy. While it may not be wise to underestimate the capability
of the Chinese aerospace industry, at this point in time, it has
just made a beginning. The Western aerospace industry will not
Airbus A320neo
As stated earlier, COMAC regards the C919 as a competitor to the remain stagnant, but will continue to forge ahead. The road
Airbus A320neo which is the latest member of the Airbus A320 ahead for the Chinese aerospace industry is long and arduous
family. The A320neo was launched on December 1, 2010, and and competition with the Western rivals will undoubtedly be a
undertook it maiden flight on September 25, 2014. The aircraft formidable challenge. SP
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At About 3:00 A.m. on June 15, 1919,
somewhere over the North Atlantic, aviator John William Alcock and navigator
Arthur Whitten Brown feared that their
end was finally near. They were attempting the first non-stop transatlantic flight
from Newfoundland to Ireland and their
World War I Vickers Vimy bomber had
twice come terrifyingly close to crashing.
Now trapped in a heavy snowstorm,
drenched by freezing rain that poured
into the open cockpit, with the rudimentary instruments misbehaving and icing
rapidly accumulating on the wings, the
aircraft was very difficult to fly. Even
the carburettors of the twin 2-cylinder 360-hp Rolls-Royce engines
were icing up. As Alcock struggled
to control the stricken machine,
Brown climbed out onto the long
wings that spanned 68 feet. With
nothing but a knife in hand, in
blinding snow, he crawled from
point to point trying to clear the
plane of icing, till they descended
to a level where the ice began to
melt. His heroics saved the day and
enabled them to continue towards
the Irish coast.
John Alcock was born on
November 6, 1892, in Manchester,
England. Jack, as he was popularly
called, was attracted to flying as a
teenager. He worked as a mechanic
in a flying school at the Brooklands
aerodrome and gained his pilot’s
licence in November 1912. After a
year or so he joined the air racing
circuit where he mostly favoured the
Farman biplane. When World War I
began in July 1914, he volunteered
to join the Royal Naval Air Service
as a Warrant Officer. But thanks to
his flying experience he was commissioned as an officer in December 1915 and posted to a fighter
squadron. He acquitted himself with
distinction, once managing to shoot
down two enemy aircraft while flying a single-seat Sopwith Camel.
However, the same day, as
he was piloting a Handley Page
bomber on a raid against the Turkish capital Constantinople, one engine
failed. The aircraft managed to limp on
for more than 100 kilometres before
the other engine quit and it had to be
ditched in the sea. The three crew members swam for about an hour to reach
the coast, only to be promptly captured.
This ended Alcock’s participation in the
War. He spent the next 14 months as a
prisoner of war in Turkey. During his
time in captivity Alcock recalled that
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in April 1913 the Daily Mail had instituted a prize of £10,000 for “the aviator
who shall first cross the Atlantic in an
aeroplane in flight from any point in the
United States, Canada or Newfoundland
to any point in Great Britain or Ireland in
72 continuous hours.” And he resolved to
try and win the prize.
In March 1919, Alcock retired from
the Royal Air Force and joined Vickers Limited as a test pilot. He soon
approached them with his proposal to
fly across the Atlantic. Impressed with
his spirit, Vickers began the process
of converting a Vimy for the marathon

John Alcock
(1892-1919)
In 1927, when Charles
Lindbergh finally became
the first to fly solo across the
Atlantic, the 19th person to do
so, he said, “Alcock and Brown
showed me the way”

flight by replacing its bomb racks with
additional petrol tanks of total capacity 3,375 litres. Meanwhile Alcock took
on Arthur Brown as his navigator. The
Vimy would have to be disassembled
and shipped to Newfoundland before
being reassembled and time was running out if they wanted to be the first to
make the perilous flight. Already several
rival teams had gathered there and were
either making feverish preparations or
waiting for the weather to improve.

Alcock and Brown finally took off
from St John’s, Newfoundland, at 1:45
p.m. on June 14, 1919. They had on
board 196 letters and one parcel, making
this the first time mail was carried by air
over the ocean. Apart from essential supplies, they had a few sandwiches and a
bottle of beer aboard. Their woes began
almost immediately as the heavy plane
just about cleared the tops of the trees
at the end of the makeshift field they had
been allotted. A few hours later their sole
electrical generator failed, snapping radio
and intercom contact as well as essential
heating. Next, one engine’s exhaust pipe
gave way, making sparks fly backwards and producing a terrifying
sound. For most of that evening
and night they were in clouds or
fog, making it almost impossible
for Brown to navigate. But a brief
glimpse of the stars after midnight
helped him estimate their position.
Alcock was an excellent pilot,
but was untrained for flying for
hours through thick fog and turbulent weather. He twice became
disoriented and lost control of the
aircraft, managing to recover only
just above the waves. When they
had survived the severe icing episode that almost brought the Vimy
down they celebrated with sandwiches and coffee spiked with
whiskey. At 8:40 a.m. they finally
spotted land. Alcock selected what
seemed to be a smooth green field
and put the plane down. It turned
out to be a bog near Clifden, Ireland. The wheels sank into the
marshy ground and the bomber
was severely damaged. Fortunately
neither man was hurt. Estimates
vary but they had flown approximately 3,040 km in about 16 hours
at an average speed of 190 kmph.
They were both treated as
heroes and knighted by King George
V. But Alcock’s triumph was sadly
short-lived. On December 18, 1919,
he was delivering a new amphibious Vickers Viking aircraft to Paris
when he crashed in fog at a remote location. He was rescued from the wreckage,
but never regained consciousness.
John Alcock and Arthur Brown are
practically forgotten today. However, in
1927, when Charles Lindbergh finally
became the first to fly solo across the
Atlantic, the 19th person to do so, he
said, “Alcock and Brown showed me
the way.” SP
— Joseph Noronha
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AsiA PAcific
INDIA- RUSSIA KA-226 HELICOPTERS DEAL

AEROVIRONMENT

On May 9, 2-17, AeroVironment Inc, unveiled a small fourrotor drone for surveillance called Snipe. It can be carried
in a small pouch and launched from the palm of the hand.
It weighs only 140 gm and is simple enough to be operated by ordinary soldiers. Kirk Flittie, AeroVironment’s Vice
President in charge of unmanned aircraft systems, said in
a statement that the Snipe copter drone is “designed to
be worn by its operator so it can be deployed in less than
a minute.”

AIRBUS

Airbus has completed the 1,500th target drone (Do-DT –
direct target) at the Friedrichshafen site, which will soon
enter service on behalf of the German Armed Forces. Since
2002, around 40 employees from the Target Systems and
Services department have manufactured and operated
target drones for training and the evaluation of weapon
systems and related units.

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE

Airbus Defence and Space has successfully demonstrated
automatic air-to-air refuelling (AAR) contacts with a fighter
aircraft from a tanker’s refuelling boom — the first time
in the world that this has been done. Airbus’ A-310 MRTT
aircraft performed six automatic contacts with an F-16 of
the Portuguese Air Force in a demonstration of a technique
which the company believes holds great promise for
enhancing in-service AAR operations.

ATR

ATR has announced that it has signed a term sheet with
India’s IndiGo, largest airline by market share, for the sale
of 50 ATR 72-600 aircraft, with the flexibility to reduce the
number of aircraft deliveries based on certain conditions.
In a deal valued at over $1.3 billion at list price, the aircraft are expected to begin operations by the end of 2017.

BEECHCRAFT

Beechcraft has been awarded a $60.5 million contract
by the USAF to support the Joint Primary Aircraft Training
System, a programme associated with the procurement
of T-6 Texan II trainer aircraft to train Air Force and Navy
pilots. The contract will run until April 2021.

BOEING

Boeing has received a $89.2 million US Navy contract to
conduct maintenance on various F/A-18 series fighter
and EA-F18G electronic warfare aircraft. The agreement
has a wide variety of inspection and engineering projects,
including High Flight Hour programmes designed to keep
aging airframes flying. Work is expected to be completed in
December 2017.
Boeing has received a $143.4 million US Army
contract to deliver unique Block II and III modifications to
AH-64E Apache attack helicopters operated by the Saudi
Arabia National Guard. 24 Apaches will be covered under
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The head of Russia’s Rostec corporation,
Sergei Chemezov has said on April 27,
2017 that Russia will supply India with
200 Ka-226 helicopters under a contract
worth over $1 billion. As per the contract,
40 helicopters will be exported to India
while 160 will be built under license
in India. The agreement also stipulates
maintenance, operation, repair and
technical assistance of the helicopters.
The joint venture agreement on Ka-226T
helicopters was signed by Russia and India in October 2016. The contract is likely
to be completed within nine years. The
Kamov Ka-226 is a light-weight, twinengine utility helicopter. It features an
interchangeable mission pod allowing the
use of various payload configurations.

JOINT DOCTRINE INDIAN ARmED FORCES –
2017 RELEASED

Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chairman, Chiefs
of Staff Committee (COSC) and Chief
of the Naval Staff released a revised
version of Joint Doctrine Indian Armed
Forces - 2017 in the presence of Chief of
the Army Staff, Chief of the Air Staff and
offg Chief of the Integrated Defence Staff
to the Chairman COSC today. “Jointness
and Integration” in the Armed Forces
is the order of the day like any other
facet of life and therefore release of this
Doctrine could not have come at a more
opportune time.
The Joint Doctrine Indian Armed
Forces will serve as a cornerstone document for application of Military Power in
a synergized manner leading to enhanced
efficiency, optimum utilization of resources and financial savings. It will also establish a broad framework of concepts and
principles to understand our approach
to Joint Planning and conduct of operations across all the domains of conflict
ie land, air, sea, space and cyber-space,
In addition, the Doctrine will also serve
as a reference document for all the three
Services to plan integrated operations.
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mOU BETWEEN mILITARY EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS

The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has given expost facto approval to the MoU between
the Defence Services Staff College,
Wellington, India and Defence Services
Command and Staff College, Mirpur,
Dhaka for Cooperation concerning Military Education in the Field of Strategic
and Operational Studies.The MoU will
enable establishment of a framework for
enhanced cooperation in the field of military education and promotion of closer
and long-term cooperation between the
two countries.

INDO-RUSSIAN FIFTH GENERATION FIGHTER
AIRCRAFT (FGFA)

After years of delay, India and Russia
are close to signing an agreement for
the multi-billion dollar co-development
project the FGFA. An inter-governmental
pact on the FGFA project was initially
signed in 2007. However, negotiations
over work-share, technology transfer
and IPR have hampered discussions,
but are now said to be mostly resolved.
New Delhi has insisted on a full technology transfer, saying that it must get all
the required codes and access to critical
technology so that it can upgrade the
aircraft as per its requirements. It is understood that as both the countries are
co-developers and India will have equal
rights over the technology. In February
last year, India and Russia had revived
talks on the project after a clearance
from then Defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar. In December 2010, India had
agreed to pay $295 million towards the
preliminary design of the aircraft. FGFA
is the Indian version Russian PAK FA (T50 is the prototype) being developed for
the Russian Air Force.

RUSSIAN UAV DEVELOPmENT

Among the Russian projects in the field
of tactical unmanned systems is the
Korsar UAS system, which is under development at Rybinsk-based Luch Design
Bureau (part of the Vega Concern). In
addition, two medium-altitude long-en-
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SANjAy MITRA APPOINTED AS NEw
DEFENCE SECRETARy

he government on May 10 approved
the appointment of West Bengal
cadre and 1982 batch officer Sanjay
Mitra as the next Defence Secretary with
a fixed tenure of two years. Mitra, who
was holding the charge of Secretary in the
Ministry of Road Transport and Highways
till now, has been appointed officer-onspecial-duty in the defence ministry and
will assume charge on May 24 when incumbent G. Mohan Kumar retires.
Mitra had earlier had a seven-year
stint in the Manmohan Singh-led Prime
Minister’s Office (PMO) from 2004. He
was also the Chief Secretary of West Bengal with Mamata Banerjee appointing
him as predecessor Samar Ghosh refused
to continue as the Chief Secretary after
serving for six months post superannuation. Mitra became the State’s Chief Sec-
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the agreement with $3.9 million in FMS funding obligated
at the time of the award. Work is scheduled for completion
by April 2022

BOEING P-8A

New Zealand has been cleared by the US State Department for the $1.46 billion purchase of four Boeing P-8A
maritime patrol aircraft alongside associated equipment
and support. The sale will go toward the maintenance
of Maritime Surveillance Aircraft capability, following the
retirement of the P-3K maritime patrol aircraft.
retary in October 2012 by superseding a
number of senior IAS officers.
Before being posted as the state Chief
Secretary, Mitra worked as a Health Secretary and as a Joint Secretary in the PMO.

CHINA

Experts told the Global Times that China’s successful test
of a new type of guided missile in the Bohai Sea killed
two birds with one stone, as the launch shows China can
attack both aircraft carriers and the US Terminal High
Altitude Area Defense missile defense system deployed in
South Korea.

•

durance (MALE) UAV systems are being
developed in Russia. One of them is the
Orion UAV system being developed by
the Kronstadt Company (formerly known
as Transas) under the Inokhodets R&D
project. A system with a heavier Altair
UAV is under development within the
framework of the Altius R&D project at
the Kazan-based Simonov Experimental
Design Bureau (formerly known as Sokol
Experimental Design Bureau). Both the
development contracts were signed in
October 2011. Both systems are currently in the flight test phase. Sukhoi
is working on a heavy reconnaissance
and strike UAV under the Okhotnik R&D
project. The UAV is expected to make
its maiden flight in 2018. In addition,
TsAGI and Myasishchev EMZ are taking
part in the development of a Russian
high-altitude drone in the framework of
the Obzor-1 R&D project. The construction of the first prototype of the UAV was
scheduled to start in 2016.

Force senior leaders met to consider options to accelerate hypersonics research
and development to break even more
speed barriers and ensure continued
technological superiority. Hypersonics
refers to flying at five times the speed
of sound, also known as “Mach 5,” or
higher. From an Air Force perspective, it
is a game-changing capability which can
amplify many of the enduring attributes
of airpower including speed, range, flexibility and precision.

AmericAs

The US Air Force’s unmanned X-37B
space plane that has been zipping
around the Earth for nearly two years on
a classified mission, has landed successfully, but woke up residents in Florida
from their weekend slumber. The X-37B,
which resembles a miniature space
shuttle, landed on May 7, 2017 at NASA’s
Kennedy Space Centre.
But the space plane, which is also
known as the Orbital Test Vehicle (OTV),
sent a sonic boom that rattled East-cen-

US AIR FORCE TO SPEED UP HYPERSONICS
DEVELOPmENT

The Air Force has always been about
speed. Less than one month after the
US Air Force became its own service 70
years ago, in September 1947, Captain
Chuck Yeager became the first person
to fly faster than the speed of sound, a
barrier once considered impenetrable, in
the Bell Aircraft X-1. On May 3, 2017, Air
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GKN AEROSPACE

GKN Aerospace will produce and provide a new fuel
bladder system for the first production model of General
Atomic’s Predator B MQ-9B UAV, scheduled for 2018. An
agreement signed between the two firms has a potential
value of $15 million when it enters service with NATO’s
UAV airworthiness requirements. According to GKN, the fuel
bladder system will be made in a vacuum forming process
using poly-urethane material for shapes that better fit
available space on the aircraft airframe.

jF-17 THUNDER

The twin-seat variant of the JF-17 Thunder, the JF-17B
has conducted its maiden flight on April 27, 2017. Codeveloped by Pakistan and China for use by the Pakistan
Air Force, the JF-17B also utilises a dorsal fin containing an
additional fuel tank, giving the twin-seater additional fuel
load comparable to the single-seat variant. The JF-17B was
developed by the Aviation Industry Corporation of China
(AVIC) to meet the requirements of international customers
and the global market.

US AIR FORCE’S SECRET SPACE PLANE

KENyA

The US State Department has made a determination
approving a possible FMS to Kenya for MD 530 aircraft.
The estimated cost is $253 million. The Defence Security
Cooperation Agency delivered the required certification
notifying Congress of this possible sale on May 1, 2017.

KOREA AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES

Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI) has won a $378 million
contract to supply parts for Embraer’s E2 and KC-390
programmes. Under the agreement, which is scheduled to
last until 2033, KAI will supply wing bottom panels for the
E-190 E2 and E-195 E2 regional jets and panels for both
top and bottom of the KC-390 tactical airlifter.
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KRATOS DEFENCE & SECURITy
SOLUTIONS
Kratos Defence & Security Solutions has revealed that it
has successfully completed a number of demonstration
flights for an unnamed customer of a new jet-powered,
high-subsonic UAV. The UAV’s parameters which are known
are that the altitude ranges between ten and 45,000ft and
possesses a payload capacity of 136kg which is lighter
than the 226kg carried by the XQ-222 Valkyrie proposed
for demonstration to the US Air Force.

LEONARDO

At the IDEF exhibition in Istanbul, Turkey, Leonardo
announced on May 9 that it has signed up as the first
company to partner with the UK Royal Air Force’s newlyestablished Rapid Capability Office (RCO). The RCO has
been created to bring new technologies and capabilities to
the war fighter, in a faster and more streamlined fashion.

tral Florida before 8 am, waking up residents from their weekend slumber. The
X-37B made history by landing for the
first time in Florida instead of California.
It also set the on-orbit endurance record
at 718 days or almost two years.
There has been mystery surrounding this question for many years. The Air
Force maintains that the reusable plane
“performs risk reduction, experimentation and concept of operations development for reusable space vehicle technologies.” But many speculate about other
possible uses, including spying activities
or testing of a secret space weapon.
This completed mission extends the
programme to 2,085 days in space. The
Air Force is preparing to launch the
fifth X-37B mission from Florida’s Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station later in
2017. The other three OTV flights were
launched in April 2010, March 2011 and
December 2012.

Show Calendar
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Paulo, Brazil
www.abag.org.br/labace2017

LOCKHEED MARTIN

Lockheed Martin has been conducting long-range flight
tests of the Fury Unmanned Aerial System ahead of the
platform’s low-rate production later this year. Fully funded
and tested with the company’s own resources, the Fury has
an endurance of more than 12 hours and carries about
45kg payload. The Firm expects orders from domestic and
international customers including the US Army.
The US DoD has awarded Lockheed Martin a $1.377
billion contract for the low-rate initial production of 130
Lot 12 F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, including the provision of
parts, maintenance and other services for the programme.
In addition the Lot 12 F-35 production of 110 Lot 13 and
Lot 14 F-35 Lighting II fighter planes is for non-US Department of Defence participants and FMS customers.
Lockheed also won a $332.1 million FMS contract
to provide the Modernised Target Acquisition Designation
Sight/Pilot Night Vision Sensor System on Apache helicopters operated by international partners. The UK, Egypt,
India, Korea, Indonesia, Taiwan, Netherlands, the UAE,
Saudi Arabia and Poland are all recipients of the contract.

METEOR

A team including Airbus, BAE Systems, Eurofighter GmbH,
MBDA and the UK‘s Ministry of Defence, have successfully
completed dual firing of two Meteor air-to-air missiles from
a Eurofighter Typhoon, achieving an important milestone
with the integration of the missile on the fighter. Apart from
the Eurofighter, the Meteors are going to arm some export
models of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter.

MQ-9 REAPER

An MQ-9 Reaper UAV has dropped a GBU-38 Joint Direct
Attack Munition (JDAM) at a range in Nevada, USA for the
first time. By adding the JDAM to the UAV’s arsenal, operators will have a greater opportunity to track targets in bad
weather as it utilises a GPS-guidance system instead of the
laser-guided munitions that are currently used.
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GKN Aerospace has signed a development agreement with General Atomics
Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) covering the design, development and manufacture of fuel bladders for the MQ-9B
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) system.
The agreement covers the fuel
bladder system for the first production
aircraft slated for 2018, with a potential
full contract value of USD15M when the
aircraft enters into service with NATO’s
UAV AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS
(defined in STANAG 4671). MQ-9B is a
“Type-Certifiable” version of GA-ASI’s
Predator® B product line.
GKN Aerospace will work in conjunction with GA-ASI to design and manufacture the fuel bladders at the GKN
Aerospace facility in Tallassee, Alabama.
The proven engineering process includes
a vacuum forming process, coupled with
the latest poly-urethane (PU) material, which is extremely durable and
lightweight. The new fuel bladder also
includes improved rubber fittings to
provide better tear resistance.
Vacuum forming allows GKN Aerospace to create fuel bladders in complex
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shapes that fully exploit all available
space on the MQ-9B airframe, maximizing the fuel load capacity and platform
endurance. These developments also produce a bladder system with a lower parts
count, simplifying manufacture, bladder
installation and system support.

Civil aviation
AsiA PAcific
SAFRAN AND COmmERCIAL AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION OF CHINA (COmAC)

Safran is celebrating the first flight of
the C-919, the first mainline commercial
jet (over 100 seats) designed and built
by COMAC. Safran is one of the major
partners on this programme, as supplier of the complete propulsion system,
comprising the LEAP-1C engine from
CFM International (CFM International is
a 50/50 joint company between Safran
Aircraft Engines and GE) and the nacelle and thrust reverser, built by Nexcelle (a joint venture created in 2012 by
Safran Electrical & Power and Shanghai
Aircraft Manufacturing Co.). Safran also
supplies the C919’s electrical wiring
interconnection system EWIS via SAIFEI
Aviation EWIS Manufacturing Co Ltd (a
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joint venture between Safran Nacelles
and GE (MRAS)). COMAC was the first
aircraft manufacturer to choose the
LEAP engine, successor to the CFM56,
as the sole power plant on its first
single-aisle commercial jet, the C919.

induStry
AsiA PAcific
NEW FIRmWARE FOR PHANTOm
QUADCOPTERS

DJI, the Chinese firm that is the world’s
largest producer of commercial drones,
has released new firmware for its
Phantom quadcopters so that they will
be disabled in Iraq and Syria. The move
comes as reports surfaced that the drone
had been modified and used by militants
of the Islamic State to drop explosives on
security forces trying to oust the group
from the Iraqi city of Mosul. Known as
“geo-fencing,” the update has been used
to protect airports and sensitive locations
from intrusion by commercial drones.
But this is believed to be the first time
that it has been used to prevent flights in
territory controlled by the jihadists. Earlier this year IS announced the formation
of the Unmanned Aircraft of the Mujahideen unit with a fleet of small commercial UAVs modified to drop explosives.

ENGINEWISE™ SERVICE BRAND FROm
PRATT & WHITNEY

Pratt & Whitney, a division of United
Technologies Corp announced its new
EngineWise service brand that illustrates
the company’s commitment to helping
airlines and lessors run their businesses
efficiently.
Pratt & Whitney EngineWise services provide a number of advantages,
including:
• State-of-the art data analytics and
real-time intelligence to help predict
and prevent operational disruptions
before they occur,
• Significant investments in new
technology and resources to increase
responsiveness and flexibility,
• A growing portfolio of service offerings to provide smarter, more
straightforward solutions, and
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Improved customer communications
to drive more transparency and connectivity with our customers.
Through EngineWise, Pratt & Whitney is unifying its aftermarket service
portfolio and will introduce new offerings
to support customers’ evolving needs.
Major offerings under the Pratt & Whitney EngineWise Service brand include:
• Fleet Management Programmes – A
customised, comprehensive dollarper-flight-hour agreement to optimise
cost of ownership over the life cycle of
an engine.
• Engine Overhaul Services – For
operators that prefer the assurance
of a fixed price or time and material
engine maintenance solution.
• Material Solutions – New and serviceable parts and part repair services
provided by the engine OEM designed
to extend part life and improve residual value.
• New service offerings will continue
to be added over time, based on customer needs.
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NORTHROP GRUMMAN

Northrop Grumman has been awarded a $36.8 million
contract to integrate radar systems on the MQ-8C Fire
Scout UAV for the US Navy. The pre-existing contract
will include software updates, testing programmes,
and installation and support systems. The work will be
carried out both in the US and in the UK through to
May 2020.
Northrop Grumman Corporation has delivered the
first low rate initial production (LRIP) AN/TPS-80 Ground/
Air Task-Oriented Radar (G/ATOR) system to the US Marine
Corps. AN/TPS-80 is a 3D, short-to-medium-range tactical
radar designed to detect, identify and track low-level
cruise missiles; aircraft; UAVs; rockets and mortar and
artillery fire. The initial LRIP contract was awarded in
October 2014. Five additional systems will be delivered
under this award.

SGDC

The first geostationary satellite for defence and strategic
communications (SGDC) was launched on May 4,
2017 by the Ariane 5 launch vehicle, which will bring
broadband internet to the entire Brazilian territory, in
addition to expanding the operational capacity of the
Armed Forces.

euroPe
AIRBUS A400m

SAUDI ARABIA

Saudi Arabia has expressed interest in procuring several
batteries of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defence
(THAAD) air defence missile system as part of ongoing
negotiations with US officials over arms contracts valued in
the tens of billions of dollars.
The Airbus A400M Atlas is Europe’s newgeneration long-range transport aircraft,
but as some of its military capabilities
are not yet fully developed, the company
and its customers are fighting over who
should pay for the fixes. Talks between
Airbus and the partner nations of the
A400M programme seem to have moved
into a new, more adversarial phase since
an inconclusive March 30, 2017 meeting in Madrid during which neither side
budged from its position. Airbus wrote
off an additional $2.4 billion for the programme in 2016 and CEO, Tom Enders
was not willing to continue. But none of
the customer nations accepted and Airbus was told to deliver on its contractual
obligations before any financial relief
could be considered. Also, the decision
was made to re-open negotiations on the
entire contract, instead of simply ruling
on the penalties and this will considerably lengthen the process. 

TURKEy

Turkey has unveiled at the 13th International Defence
Industry Fair, two new indigenously developed missiles ‘
Gökdogan—a short-range infrared-guided dogfight missile’ and ‘Bozdogan— a missile that has an active radar
seeker for long-range engagement’. Both the missiles are
designed for its F-16s and were developed by the Scientific
and Technological Research Council’s Defence Industry
Research and Development Institute.
The general director of Turkish Aerospace Industries
said on May 8, 2017 that his firm would soon be ready to
work with UK counterparts on Turkey’s domestic fighter jet
project and work would begin after the 13th International
Defence Industry Fair which was held in Istanbul commencing on May 9, 2017.

USAF

The USAF has tested an upgraded inert B61-12 nuclear
bomb over the Nellis Test and Training Range Complex in
Nevada. Testing of the munition was conducted in order
to demonstrate the capability of an F-16 to employ the
weapon and the functioning of the bomb’s non-nuclear
components. It is capable of being carried on B-2A, B-21,
F-15E, F-16C/D, F-16 MLU, F-35 and PA-200 aircraft.
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STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIP
The concepT of STraTegic Partnership in the domain of ensure wider competition in each sector, there will now be more
defence manufacturing was a part of the recommendations in the than one Indian manufacturer permitted to join the fray.
As for the selection of the foreign OEM, it will be the responreport by the Dhirendra Singh Committee that was submitted in
July 2015. The Committee set up to review the defence procure- sibility of the Government of India to identify the appropriate
ment procedure, recommended that for the ‘Make in India’ initia- company from amongst the contenders. Any OEM that will be
tive to become effective in the defence manufacturing sector, the prepared to design and develop a platform or weapon system
government should adopt a strategic partnership model, whereby with an Indian partner and subsequently undertake its manua private firm is chosen for the development of a weapon system facture in India, will be given a preference over others.
Post meeting with stakeholders, a MoD release stated, and
or platform required by the Indian armed forces.
After nearly two years since the strategic partnership model “The Ministry is working towards institutionalising a transparin defence manufacturing was mooted, the policy is about to be ent, objective and functional mechanism to encourage broader
finalised by the Ministry of Defence (MoD) and is to be released participation of the private sector in defence manufacturing
very soon. However, some delay in its release may be expected under the Make in India framework.” The Defence Acquisition
as a final round of discussion with key stakeholders on the pol- Council (DAC) is slated to meet shortly to decide on the draft policy is yet to take place following which the Defence Acquisition icy, but whether a final call will be taken during this meeting is
Council (DAC) will take up the issue for further deliberations. anybody’s guess. But the fact remains that keeping the decision
Only after the policy is cleared by the DAC, it will be put up for in limbo adversely is affecting the defence of the country. In a
country like ours, satisfying everyone is an impossible task especonsideration by the Cabinet Committee on Security.
The strategic partnership model in defence manufacturing cially where big money implies fierce competition.
Since the SP policy aims to boost manufacturing of critienvisages collaboration between a foreign original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) and a suitable company in India to produce cal defence armaments by private sector, government must
take a final decision without
an aircraft, submarine, tank
further delay. The fact that
or a weapon system required
15 months after release of
by the Indian armed forces.
DPP 2016 we have not yet
Technology and know-how
arrived at the SP Policy is
would have to be mandatosad commentary. Concurrily transferred to the Indian
rently, red-tape must be
company to progressively
reduced as India still way
build up a defence manubehind in terms of ease of
facturing eco-system in the
business and this should
country. This is one of the
include a more liberalized
primary objectives of Prime
FDI policy. At this point in
Minister Narendra Modi’s
time, there is urgent need to
‘Make in India’ programme.
finalise and release the polOne of the major challenges
icy on strategic partnership
will be to ensure that right
at the earliest. Hopefully,
partners are selected both
this policy will provide the
from abroad and from
much needed impetus to the
within the country. Guide‘Make in India’ programme.
lines for this have been laid
The Indian Air Force needs
out in the second part of the
to induct fighter aircraft in
report. One stipulation in the
large numbers and quickly.
report was that a company
The implementation of
that has been selected as a
the policy on strategic partstrategic partner for any one
nership will be a shot in the
product, will not be eligible
arm of the India aerospace
for strategic partnership for
and defence industry as also
any other product. This prowill definitely speed up the
vision was incorporated in
modernisation of the Indian
the guidelines to prevent the
Armed Forces. SP
emergence of monopolies.
The implementation of the policy on strategic
However, it is understood
partnership will be a shot in the arm of the India
that there has been some
—By Air Marshal
change in this provision. To
B.K. Pandey (Retd)
aerospace and defence industry
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